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The Editor’s View

Chairman’s Chat

N

I

’d like to thank the team at Classic
Motorsports magazine for selecting
our club magazine, MGB Driver, as
their Newsletter of the Month in June
and all the kind words they wrote. I
would also like to thank them for
sending out a free issue of their excellent magazine to each of our members.
Many of their readers are MGB and
Midget owners so I’m hoping it will
help spread the word about the benefits
of belonging to NAMGBR and that this
will be the start of a new partnership
between our publications.
By the time you read this, MG 2008
should be history. For those of you
unlucky enough to have missed it, we’ll
have our annual convention issue coming up in September which will hopefully give you a taste of the sights and
sounds (well, maybe not sounds) that
those in attendance experienced.
I’m looking for more photo essays.
If you’re planning a project, why not
take step-by-step photos along the way
to share with your fellow members?
Whether it is a simple or complex task

The Inside Line
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Robert
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Editor
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you’re taking on – I’m sure there are
a lot of members out there who have
never tackled it so now is as good a time
as any to help give them the push they
need to give it a go. There’s nothing like
full-color photos (I never get tired of
saying that) to help illustrate how to do
something.
Finally, I’ve been asked a lot recently about my MGB/GT project. I hate
to admit that it’s going much slower
than I anticipated. I originally thought
that I would do a rolling restoration and
drive it daily. Instead, strangely, the car
has found itself completely stripped out
and being reworked. Stupid “might as
wells…” multiply like rabbits!

Robert
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NAMGBR

tober. We have two members who have
stepped forward and thrown their hats
into the ring to run for vice chairman.
However, we still need members to
run for secretary.
It will take a special member to take
over this vital position, but in a club
our size, we should have no problems
finding somebody willing to serve the
members of the Register.
If you have any questions about
the position and duties for being the
secretary of NAMGBR, contact either
Jerome Rosenberger or me, and we will
be happy to give you an idea what is
involved. Our contact information is
located on page three of the MGB Driver.
If you feel you are ready to take the
next step and a bigger role in the North
American MGB Register, come and join
the leadership team – we look forward
to your contribution!

Bruce
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ow is the time to come to the
aid of the Register! This upcoming Annual General Meeting in
October, the North American will be
losing two enthusiastic and dedicated
people due to term limits. Our secretary, Jerome Rosenberger, and our vice
chairman, Richard Liddick, have been
instrumental in turning NAMGBR
around over the last couple of years and
our success is due to their participation
in this organization.
We need the members of NAMGBR
to ask themselves, “Can I contribute my
time and talents to NAMGBR to make it
a better organization?”
One of the founding principles of
the North American MGB Register is
that the member chapters democratically elect the officers of this organization.
The consistent influx of new members
and ideas into a leadership role in this
club is one idea that set the club apart
from the others.
Volunteers from within step forward and stand for election. They dedicate some of their time during the week
to make NAMGBR a better organization
for the collective membership. Despite
the consistent turnover of leadership,
NAMGBR is a stronger body today then
it has ever been.
As I mentioned earlier, we have a
couple of positions opening up this Oc-

This is our 25th Annual event. We host close to
600 vehicles each year. Contact:
Alan Magnuson • alan.magnuson@qwest.com
303-437-0527www.thecoloradoconclave.com
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MG breakfast 2007.


Vice Chairman’s Notes

From the Treasurer

W

T

he 17th Annual North American
MGB Register Convention, MG
2008, will probably have taken
place by the time you read this and I
hope everyone had as much fun as I did
(or least expect to). I want to thank the
Philadelphia MG Club and its members
for hosting this year’s event. I am looking forward to the next issue of the MGB
Driver for a full report on yet another
fantastic convention.
This brings me to me next topic:
MG 2011, the every five-year “all
register” event put together by the MG
Council. The MG Council is made up of
the North American MGB Register, the
North American MGA Register, the New
England MGT Register, the MMM Register, and the American MGC Register.
Each register has representatives
on the council, which are normally
the chairman and vice chairman. One
of my duties as vice chairman, along
with our chairman, Bruce Wyckoff, has
been to represent NAMGBR on the MG
Council. The council’s chief executive
officer is Rick Ingram, who was elected
by the representatives to head the
organization. Tony Burgess serves as the
council’s treasurer.
Since MG 2006 in Gatlinburg
ended, we have been searching for a
location to hold the next MG “mega”
event. With the help of Sandy Graves
of Helms-Briscoe Agency, the same
convention planner that did such a
great job of helping to make MG 2006 a
success, we have looked at 15 locations
and have narrowed it down to two possible sites.
I am not at liberty to reveal the locations we have looked at, since we are
still negotiating with the hotels and city
officials for the best possible deal so that
we can keep the costs as low as possible
to our members.
I can tell you that regardless of
which site we finally choose, our members will have the time of their lives and
this will be a must-attend event. I am
hoping that by the time of the next is

Richard
Liddick
Vice chairman
NAMGBR
sue of the MGB Driver, our negotiations
will have been wrapped up and the MG
Council will have voted on a location
and an official announcement can be
made letting the member know what
town will be hosting us.
One final item of business I have is
to remind you that this is my last term
as vice chairman, as the bylaws limit
me to two terms. Since being talked
into this post by past Chairman David
Deutsch in late 2004, I have watched
the Register improve greatly.
At this time we have membership
in the 1900+ range, the MGB Driver is on
time, not to mention it is “all color, all
of the time,” we are in perhaps the best
financial shape ever, and the number of
local chapters has grown for 69 in 2004
to 88 at present – and there is one in the
pending file.
None of this was accomplished by
one person, but by many volunteers,
members like Jerome Rosenberger,
Bruce Wyckoff, Alan Magnuson, Robert
Rushing, Chaz de Bourbon, Rick Brown,
Elvin Davis, Tony and Lynn Burgess,
John Twist, Paul Hanley and all of the
NAMGBR coordinators.
If you have any ideas about how
you can help the Register, ask any one
of the people I just listed and I bet they
can find a place for your talents.
Safety Fast!

elcome to July! Hope you have
enjoyed driving your MGs.
We enjoyed sharing time with
friends at MG2008 in Valley Forge, Pa.!
The North American MGB Register has an income of $12,055.36 since
Oct. 1, 2007. The income is a result of
new memberships, renewals, and our
outreach to former members who have
re-established their relationship.
Our winter expenditures are a bit
lower than the summer, which is when
convention and membership-related
expenses increase. Based on our fiscal
2006-07 trend, NAMGBR will complete
the financial year in the black.
By now you should have received
your 2008 Mutual Aid Directory which
was printed and mailed before the
convention.
Don’t forget your North American
MGB Register regalia. We have new

Alan
Magnuson
Treasurer
NAMGBR
grille badges and lapel pins. CDs of past
issues of the MGB Driver are also available from 1991-1995 and 1996-2000.
As a reminder, the finances of the
Register are open to all, at any time. If
you would like a copy please send me a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Safety Fast!

Alan

Balance Sheet
As of May 20, 2008

ASSETS
Total Bank Accounts
Total Accounts Receivable
Undeposited Funds
TOTAL ASSETS

$71, 120.70
$32.00
$0.00
$71, 152.70

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Total Liabilities

$0.00

Opening Balance Equity
Retained Earnings
Net Income

$40,419.57
$18,677.77
$12,055.36

Total Equity

$71,152.70

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

$71,152.70

Richard
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Letter of Intent - Vice Chairman

M

y name is Kim de Bourbon,
and I’d like to serve the North
American MGB Register as its
next vice chairman.
By way of introduction, I drive
a 1966 MGB every day from April to
November, and as often as possible in
the wintry months of northeastern
Pennsylvania. I’ve been an MG owner
for 30 years, but it wasn’t until I started
getting involved in my local club and
attending the national NAMGBR
conventions that I began to realize how
much out-and-out joy the little car
could bring into my life.
From 1978 to 1989, an MGB didn’t
mean much more to me than being a
fun way to get around. Then I went for
more than 10 years without having an
MGB on the road, while I got some other things in order in my life and waited
for my current B to get a full restoration. By the time I drove my like-new
roadster home in the summer of 2001,
I was older and wiser about owning a
classic British car, and ready to become
a serious MGB aficionado.
My first national event was MG
2001 in St. Paul, and I’ve attended
every NAMGBR convention since. My
B became a member of the 100,000
Mile Register three years ago, when the
odometer turned over during a fantastic cross-country drive to MG 2005 in
Olympia, Wash. (I do believe in driving
the car . . .)
The vice chairman’s primary function is to be the chief communications
officer and point person for the affiliated chapters. I feel I am uniquely suited
to the job, as I have 25 years experience
as a newspaper reporter and editor, and
am intimately familiar with what it
takes to get the word out.
I also know what it takes to put together a club newsletter. I’m in my sixth
year as editor of the “MG Gazette,” the
monthly newsletter of the Keystone
Region MG Club, a NAMGBR affiliate
in eastern Pennsylvania. I also serve the
Keystone club as secretary, edit a second


newsletter for another local British car
club, and am the webmaster for www.
keystonemg.com as well as two other
British club sites.
I guess you could say I’m kinda
busy. If I was still working in a newspaper office every day, there would be no
way I’d have time to do all this and take
on a new responsibility with NAMGBR.
But I left daily journalism a year ago,
and now enjoying working at home as a
freelancer, doing writing, copy editing,
publication design and web site design.
As vice chairman, I would promote
the idea that sometimes the simplest
things are the most effective when it
comes to getting the word out. My goals
include ramping up communications
with the affiliated clubs to make sure we
work with them to add new members to
the NAMGBR roster. This would include
getting NAMGBR promotional ads in
the hands of all the newsletter editors,
and making sure clubs all have an upto-date NAMGBR membership applications to distribute at their events and to
their new members.
Knowing how hard it is sometimes
for clubs to fill their newsletters, I’d also
write a regular “News from NAMGBR”
column for chapters to use as they see fit
– just another way to get the word out.
I also believe there are a lot of
MGB, Midget and 1100/1300 owners
out there who have no idea what the
North American MGB Register is. Let’s
face it, the group’s name isn’t exactly
self-explanatory – new MG owners can
be forgiven for thinking we’re nothing
more than a list of cars.
Making sure MG owners know that
the North American MGB Register is a
full-fledged member-operated national
organization with a lot of tangible
benefits to those who join would be the
main goal of my tenure as vice chairman, should I be elected.

Letter of Intent - Vice Chairman

T

o the membership of the North
American MGB Register:

I would like to announce my intent
to seek the position of vice chairman
of the North American MGB Register.
Currently, I am serving in my second
year as treasurer of NAMGBR.
NAMGBR is on strong financial
footing thanks to the enthusiastic
support of our members and the local
clubs. The commitment of our almost
2,000 members and the dedicated
leadership team of the past few years
have enabled NAMGBR to offer enhanced services. We are now printing
each issue of the MGB Driver in color.
The 2009 Mutual Aid Directory is in
your hands. Our insurance has been
augmented with optional coverage
for directors and officers. You can
now join/renew your membership via
PayPal.
And now my MG story. ... The Octagon bug caught me in 1981 with a 1973
MGB. I was hooked! In 1984, I joined
the local MGB club and, in 1989, the
MG Car Club, Rocky Mountain Centre.
I have enthusiastically served as club
president and historian. I have also held
a number of Rallye Glenwood Springs
event positions (publicity, governmental relations, etc.) and been an active
organizing committee member of the
Annual Colorado English Motoring
Conclave, a 600 vehicle event.
Over the years, as a member of the
MG Car Club of England, I have formed
friendships with former MG employees,
members of the MGCC of England, and
their leadership team. Laura and I have
attended the annual MG Car Club of
England Silverstone event.
While employed at Qwest Commu-

nications, I have had the opportunity
to organize and host events such as the
World Alpine Ski Championships held
in Vail, Colorado and Pope John Paul’s
visit to World Youth Day ’93. As your
vice chairman, I will strive to fulfill the
responsibilities of the position:
•
To provide open two-way communication between each of the local
clubs and the national organization via
phone calls, e-mails, newsletters, and
the NAMGBR website
•
To promote active local and
national organizations which support
each other for the vitality of both local
clubs and NAMGBR
•
To listen to input from local
clubs and the NAMGBR executive team
while representing NAMGBR at the
North American MG Council as the
next all-Register (MG 2011) event is
planned
•
To work with the North American MG Council members to preserve
the uniqueness of each Register and to
promote the collaboration of the North
American MMM Register, New England
MG T Register, North American MGA
Register, NAMGBR, and American MGC
Register
I believe the success of local
clubs directly impacts the vitality of
NAMGBR. I will work hard to promote
ACTIVITY, ENTHUSIASM and DEDICATION in the MG community.
I ask for your support.
Safety Fast!

Alan Magnuson
Treasurer

Thank you for your consideration,

Kim de Bourbon
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The MGB Registrar

G

Ken
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reetings! By the time you read
this, MG 2008 should be a happy and successful memory. Sorry
that my “nagivator” and I couldn’t join
you, but we were on a visit to England
where we tormented our kids for a fortnight. However, we were glad to be back
in the U.S.A., as, if you think things are
bad here you should pay a visit there!
For example, gas was $11 a gallon,
and there are CCTV cameras everywhere. The countryside was beautiful,
but some parts of some towns were like
a third-world country with shops and
pubs boarded up and foreclosure sales
everywhere. Anyway, enough of that!
Several interesting things this time
… Larry Henle, a longtime NAMGBR
stalwart, wrote to inquire about the VIN
numbers on his 1969 Primrose Yellow
MGB/GT. The documentation says that
it’s GHD4 178348G but the chassis plate
reads GHN4U 181569, which is for a
roadster! My only conclusion is that
the plates were switched probably on a
Friday afternoon in Abingdon when it
was knocking off time!
Next we heard from Lawrence
Heaps, who has a 1970 GT that was
initially purchased in London and then
exported to Portugal. The build date
was not marked anywhere and there
was no provision for a VIN doorplate.
Also there was no body number to accompany the VIN # of GHD5 225905.
The engine number was interesting
being 18GG/RWE/H 7499. First registered on Dec. 14, 1970, with a purchase
price of £367-six shillings and three
pence! The purchase was made direct
from MG through the Sales Division at
Longbridge.
Kingsley Meldrum’s 1969 MGB/GT
was originally a Spanish export model
GHD5 179739 and although it’s a 1969
car, it has the metal dash and no side
marker lights. However, it does have
dealer installed air conditioning and
overdrive transmission – so some quite
interesting oddities this time around.
You may recall that in the last is-

MGB Driver
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Ken Smith
MGB Registrar
sue of the MGB Driver was a letter from
John Perkins whose MGB LE has been in
the family since new. John had already
sent me the story on this unique car for
my forthcoming book on the Limited
Edition MGB, and we reproduce it
below;

By John Perkins. Richmond, Va.
1980 Limited Edition GVVDJ2AG 508766
My family is the original owner of our
Limited Edition. My dad bought the car
new, from Karp Motors in Savannah, Ga.,
in the summer of 1980. I was 11 years old
at the time and dearly wanted it for myself.
Right after my dad bought the car, my
mom convinced him to give it to my older
brother as a graduation present from high
school. I was finally able to get the car from
him in 1988 – after he had driven it into the
ground. After numerous repairs, I drove the
car all the way through college and my wife,
Lisa, and I drove it away from the church
after we were married.
I parked the car in 1994 when kids
and a career took precedence, and I had
it stored in my dad’s basement for more
than 10 years. My young son, after he was
old enough to show an interest in cars,
kept asking me to get the “GM” (!) running
again, and take him for a ride.
I decided to get the car out of storage
in 2005 and had it restored by Flashback
Motorworks in Cumming, Ga., where they
took the car back to bare metal. To achieve
this I have spent nearly double what the LE
originally cost, but I wanted to bring her
back to what she was when we first bought
her! And it paid off, as just last year, the
car won the rubber-bumper MGB class at
11

MGB Register
the British Car Show in Williamsburg, Va.
My 10-year-old son, Tyler, loves the car as
much as I did when my father bought her
28 years ago.
The car is of tremendous sentimental value with a long and storied family
history, and we intend to keep it for many
years to come, even if by only taking her out
on sunny days!
Finally, thanks to all our new registrants, since last time:

At MG 2007 in Rohnert Park, Calif., the MGB LE
class lines up for this pretty image. Look for great
shots like these from MG 2008 in the September/
October issue.

Mark Schroy......................................1975 MGB
Robert Agar.................................. 19741/2 MGB
Dan Craig...........................................1978 MGB
John Inman........................................1980 MGB
Don Pillar...........................................1964 MGB
Doug Utz............................................ 1974 MGB
Wayne Veatch...................................1967 MGB
Richard Hutte....................................1969 MGB
Thomas Hamilton...... 1968 MGB & 1976 MGB
Robert Mulford............1974 MGB & 1979 MGB
John Diachiara..................................1980 MGB
William Kennard.........................1980 MGB LE
Mark LaPierre.........................19741/2 MGB/GT
Brandon Fox... 1973 MGB & 1974 1/2 MGB/GT
John Reynolds..................................1967 MGB
Lawrence Heaps.. 1970 MGB/GT & 1974 MGB
Tom Schaben....................................1976 MGB
Kingsley Meldrum................. 1967 GT Special
. ........................................& 1969 MGB/GT
Charles Hanson................................1979 MGB
Steve Boiswick.......... 1977 MGB & 1978 MGB
William “Trip” Arnold.......................1972 MGB

1100-1300 Registrar

I

t’s time again for an MG 1100 history
lesson. Yes, I know it’s not a convertible and yes, some of them even have
(gasp!) four doors, and yes, it wasn’t REBill
ALLY designed by MG. However, it does
Fox
carry the MG badge and while the car
MG 1100-1300
it was originally a “badge-engineered
Registrar
vehicle,” the MG version did stand out.
The MG version of the 1100 line
appeared in 1962. It had, like its Morris,
buy an 1100, to help test my PCV valve
Austin, and Riley counterparts, the retheory.
nowned “Hydrolastic Suspension” and
We took a little drive in separate
a transverse mounted engine/transmiscars for about 15 miles around the few
sion that drove the front wheels like the
interesting rural roads I could find
Austin Mini.
near my house. We climbed a few hills,
The MG version had slightly better
rounded some sharp curves at blazing
trim than some of the other versions,
speeds powered by the 1100cc monster,
but did lack instrumentation. It had
and generally tried to put as much load
twin-SU carbs as opposed to the single
on the engine as I could.
carb its cousins sported. This helped it
The results were no smoke. It seems
to produce around 55bhp which helped
“Rupert” may have kicked the smoking
the marketing folks to bill it as a “sports
habit.
sedan.”
I’m still looking for other
As for my version of the car, I think
1100/1300s to feature in my register
I have corrected its smoking exhaust
report. Please send me you car’s details
issue. My wife was kind enough, after
and your story along with some photos.
I reminded her that it was HER idea to
Bill

Ken

MG 1100 “Hydrolastic” suspension diagram

12
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Moss Motors on the Move

East Coast Relocation/Expansion
March 10, 2008, news release

M

oss Motors’ East Coast distribution facility is moving. Established in 1988, Moss’ Dover,
N.J., warehouse no longer has sufficient
space to expand. Taking into account
distribution patterns, cost of living and
lifestyle issues, the decision has been
made to move distribution to a new
facility in Virginia.
The world’s oldest and largest supplier of British sports car restoration
and accessory products is also a fast
growing supplier of modern accessories for various Ford, Mazda and BMW
Mini models. Company President,
Glen Adams, says “By moving to larger
quarters, we can better serve our east
coast customers, and expand product
lines. Product availability will be dramatically improved and overall delivery
times reduced. Relocating to Virginia

14
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Photo provided by moss motors

also helps our staff by placing them in
a more affordable environment.”
The move will take place in the
second half of 2008. Notification will
be given before New Jersey ceases operations. However, orders will continue to
be processed daily from California as
usual. This will mean slightly increased
delivery times for east coast customers
while the move takes place, but availability will improve, and delivery times
drop as the new facility comes on line.
Every effort will be made to reduce or
eliminate the impact on delivery times.
Located south of Richmond, Va.,
on 22 acres, the new building offers
112,000 square feet of combined office
and warehouse space. The site is already
prepared to allow for approximately
100,000 square feet of warehouse expansion. A park-like setting makes the
new location ideal for marque days and
other promotional activities.

15

Letters to the Editor

By Bob & Marie Sherman
Willamette MG Club
& Canadian Classic MG Club

Plastic Fuel Filter

D

uring last year’s racing season,
we went to great lengths to make
sure there were no fuel delivery
problems in our MGB. We examined
and checked all parts of the fuel system.
During this process, we made an
amazing discovery. Unwittingly, we had
installed a fuel supply restrictor in the
line. The MGB is fitted with steel fuel
lines calling for 5/16-inch outer diameter rubber fuel hose. We had restricted
this down to a ¼-inch line. How did
this happen?
The answer is very simple. We had
been using a very common plastic fuel
filter routinely supplied for the MGB.
We bet most of you have this filter on
your MGs.
Figure #1 is a drawing of this filter.
Note the stepped inlet/outlet. This allows use of the filter with either ¼-inch
or 5/16-inch inch hose.
We, like most of you, simply slipped
the hose right over the stepped area
without a second thought, clamping on
the 5/16-inch portion nearest the body
of the filter. So, in effect, we restricted
our fuel line to ¼-inch!
(Note: Earlier MGBs do use a smaller fuel line, so the sizing portion of this
article may not apply to your car.)
The fix is easy. Preferably, don’t
use these filters. The owner of a wellrespected British car repair shop in our
area reports a case where the plastic
failed and a fire ensued.
However, if you wish to use these
plastic filters, at least take a sharp pair of
side cutters and snip the ¼-inch portion
from the inlet/outlet, leaving only the
5/16-inch portion of the stepped area.
Make sure no loose shards of plastic are
left to enter the fuel line.
A better solution is to use NAPA
Gold filter #3032. Figure #2 is a draw16

illustr ation by Bob & M arie Sherm an

From Bob & Marie’s Garage

Photos provided by kim tonry

Strange Tales - Fuel Filters

Kim Tonry’s manifold problem.

NAPA Gold Filter #3032

ing of this filter. It is a “universal” type
filter with inlets/outlets designed for
5/16-inch hose. It is made of metal and
thus, in our opinion, a safer filter.
You may wish to fabricate a bracket
to hold the filter securely in the location
you choose for mounting. (Other major
parts stores should have a comparable
item.)
We suppose there are some readers
who enjoy mathematics and will calculate that ¼-inch line is sufficient to supply the MGB. Perhaps it is in most cases.
However, we think that the Abingdon
engineers would have used smaller steel
line to save even a few cents if it would
have been possible.
Why chance compromising the
performance of your MGB when the fix
is so inexpensive and easy? Fuel filters
are very cheap and should be changed
once a year, even if you drive your MGB
very little.
We hope this information is useful
to you as you undertake your summer
driving.
MGB Driver
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Robert,
I sympathize with Bill Wilson regarding his piece in the Jan/Feb MGB Driver.
Last March I drove John Schroeder and
myself to the monthly club meeting in my
GT. We came out after the meeting and it
wouldn’t fire up. Had a dozen or so other
members under the hood (including myself)
and nobody else spotted the real problem.
Ended up flat-bedding the car home
and noticed what was wrong when I got the
car to fire up a few days later. Sounded very
odd, and when I looked up front and saw
the flame shooting out of the manifold, I
kinda figured it out (yes, I am that dense).
The plug that had been in the opening was
lying next to the open hole. The threads on
that opening were pounded to mush when
the plug was pounded into the opening. It’s
sealed in now with gasket sealer and I have
another manifold that will go on next time I
need to take the manifolds off.
Duh!
—Kim Tonry
Editor: At least that didn’t happen
to you two while you were on the Missouri Endurance Rally in April. It might
have started a new Bomber Brothers
breakdown tradition…
Dear NAMGBR members,
As many of you know, MGs were a
class (and in a class!) all to themselves
this year at the Amelia Island Concours d’
Elegance in Florida, one of the world’s most
prestigious car shows. Kathy and I were
among the very lucky few whose cars were
selected to represent the marque. What a
blast! More memories and stories to tell
MGB Driver
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(over and over again at family gatherings...).
Our little MGB was one of only a
handful actually driven to the show.
(1,700 miles round trip and not even a
misfire once.) Little Blue even led the
pack while immersed in the I-95 insanity. ... but for the most part we meandered
down old U.S. Route 17. No, we didn’t win
a trophy, but we won anyway ... we were
there. Pre-war MGs dominated the podium,
as they should have. They were nearly
perfect. We’re not sure who won the longest-distance-driven award, and that gets
chalked up to the “oh well” department.
(We’re pretty sure we drove the longest, by
the way.)
One of my classmates from The
Hotel School is the general manager of the
Ritz where we stayed. I wish I had known
that earlier, we might have forgone the second mortgage on the house! But it was just
tons of fun and very relaxing to breathe like
a millionaire for a week. I got a great tan
and Kathy and I hit the restaurants and did
the spa thing. I even had chilled cucumbers
on my eyes.
Below is a link to a rather rough
slideshow with my apologies as it’s my first
attempt at “Photobucket,” and I’m behind
the curve. FYI, the red and black Duzzie
sold for $2.25m ... yes, million. We were
there! At the R&M auction, crazy money
flew left and right. We paid the admission
ticket, but purposely did not pre-qualify to
bid. The Austin Healey went for only $150
(with a comma and three zeros.)
If anyone would like a high-resolution shot of anything particular for club
publications, etc. please let me know.
Hope this works: http://s56.photobucket.com/albums/g174/PaulHanley/
?albumview=slideshow
—Paul Hanley
NAMGBR Concours Coordinator
Editor: Congratulations for getting
the honor of your spectacular MGB
being invited to the Concours at Amelia
Island! I’m sure (do I need to get a stick?)
that you’ll be putting together a comprehensive article to share with us …
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Letters to the Editor
Hi Robert,
This is Tony Shoviak #2-860. You
might want to check out this website for
information about oils. They do update
it regularly. www.lnengineering.com/oil
Hope this is some help to you.
—Tony Shoviak
Editor: Thanks, Tony! It does have a
lot of great info!
Dear NAMGBR,
I have spoken to many people about
the America’s British Reliability Run
scheduled for Sept. 27-28, now I would like
to encourage the membership to help with
this event. (Ed. Note: There are three
runs the same weekend: One in Michigan, one in Pennsylvania, and one in
Alabama.)
The Alabama drive is to assist the
organization Magic Moments which is located in Alabama – www.magicmoments.
org.
The Alabama drive will start in
Birmingham and continue to Chattanooga,
west to the Natchez Trace Parkway, south
to Tupelo, east towards Tuscaloosa, south
ward to Montgomery and northward to
Birmingham. The drive is a little over 800
miles and the drive should be wonderful.
Join with me and the other clubs to help
raise money for this organization.
You may also see this online at www.
abrr.org. I am hoping that this event will
be able to raise a great donation for Magic
Moments as well as help to spotlight our
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individual clubs and our hobby. Thanks for
your help.
—Ruben Greenwood

Our chairman replies:

Ruben,
It is with interest that I read your
letter regarding the British Reliability
Run. My brother and I under the name
of “Team Knowledge” took part in the
2004 and 2005 Reliability Runs here in
Michigan.
The first run took my trusty London Taxi cab, my brother and I into Ontario Canada, across part of Lake Huron
in a ferry and then along the northern
shore of Lake Huron. After spending
the night in a small town, we reentered
Michigan and proceeded back to our
starting point in Port Huron. We put
more than 800 miles on the cab that
weekend.
Our second foray in the British Reliability Run started in Marshall, Mich.,
and toured the back roads of Indiana
and Ohio turning to Marshall with an
additional 500 miles on the odometer.
Both events were enjoyable weekend trip with a great group of fellow
British car enthusiasts. We were warmly
greeted in every small town we had the
opportunity to travel through and stopping at local restaurants for lunch or
dinner and swapping stories about the
mornings events was an enjoyable way
to spend the day.
I hope you get the opportunity to
participate in this fall season event. It is
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a great fall drive through the country. If
you don’t get a chance to drive, I hope
you will contribute to one of your fellow
travelers and help them reach their
donation goal.
Bruce Wyckoff
Editor: I’ve read a lot about this
rally over the years and it sounds like
a great time. What can be better than
driving our cars while helping out a
very deserving charity at the same
time? Sounds like the very definition of
a win-win situation!
Robert,
I just had the chance to look over MayJune MGB Driver. I read the piece on clay
bars by David Handley and came up with
several questions that were not answered.
The questions are listed below but the
purpose of this e-mail is to ask if there is an
opportunity to add a contributor’s e-mail
address to articles, if the contributor agrees
to such being published?
1. Pictured in the article is the Zymol
clay bar, but there is no reference to it and
or its quality compared to Griots.
2. Does using the clay bar system take
the place of waxing or is it a precursor? Does
it leave something on the surface or is it a
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Clay bar application for a great finish.

fancy, far superior, rubbing compound?
3. How long does the physical clay
bar last? Can it last several seasons doing
several cars? Is additional lube available
after the use dictates? Thanks
—Mark Richardson
Msr602@sbcglobal.net
Editor: Great suggestion, Mark. I’ll
include e-mail addresses if the author
of the piece is fine with that. I think it
could be a great way to help each other
share tips and get clarification on pieces
submitted. If anyone knows the answers
to these questions and can contact
Mark, I’m sure he’d appreciate it.
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Book Review

AGM 2008 — Oct. 24 - 25
Plan now for the NAMGBR 2008 Annual General Meeting
Saturday, October 25, 2008 • 1 - 5 p.m.
Beaver Run Resort, Breckenridge, Colo.
By Tony & Lynne Burgess,
Convention and AGM Coordinators

P

lanning is under way for North American MGB Register’s 2008
Annual General Meeting (AGM), which will be held this year at the
Beaver Run Resort, Breckenridge, Colo., approximately 100 miles
west of Denver. This resort will be the host hotel for the NAMGBR’s 2009
annual convention scheduled for June 24-28, 2009.
For the AGM, a limited number of rooms are being held for Friday
and Saturday nights, Oct. 24-25, at the special rate of $99/night (plus
tax), for their deluxe studio. If you would like to book a room, please
phone (800) 525-2253 and ask for the North American MGB Annual
Meeting rate.
The Colorado Host Committee is working on the social plans for the
AGM weekend, which will include casual dinners Friday and Saturday
nights, as well as some local activities on Saturday morning before the 1
p.m. Annual Meeting.
For more information, contact Tony and Lynne Burgess, Convention
and AGM Coordinators, at 614-899-2394 or morrisminr@aol.com.
More information will follow in the September/October Driver.
“The Enthusiasts’ Guide to Buying a Classic British Sports Car” By Peter Hingston
Publisher: Hingston Publishing Co.
ISBN: 978-0906555-25-5
www.hingston-publishing.co.uk

T

his is a book that I’m surprised I’ve
never seen published before – a
comprehensive profile of post-war
major-production British sports cars.
Of course, the term “major” is relative
because many of these models had very
low production numbers and several
verged on garage-built specials. However, by focusing in on the major-production cars it differentiates them from
actual garage-built cars that were all the
rage in the post-war years.
Ever heard of a Buckler or a Dellow?
Me neither. A huge number of the cars
profiled in this volume were never imported to North America, so that alone
makes this book important to own for
20
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any self-respecting British car fan. This
book excels by giving a decent overview of the variety of British sports cars
produced from 1945-1990. I don’t know
how many magazine articles I read that
refer to a car I have either never seen
or can’t seem to picture in my head.
This book will be a great reference
for those instances. It will also be an
excellent source to help select your
next project if you decide that you’d
really like to find something out of
the ordinary to take to your next
British car show.
The book goes from A-Z (well,
A-W…) and has sections on car
buying, a U.K. club list, and a
100-point generic check list
for inspecting your car before
purchasing. The cars are listed
in alphabetical order, then
by the order the models were
produced. There is a brief
history and specs along with
a picture or two of each car.
Unfortunately, the pictures
are in black and white and are a
little on the small side, but they’re good
enough to let you know what a GordonKeeble GK1 looks like, if you’ve never
seen one before.
One thing that I don’t really understand is that the book has a section
for miscellaneous cars, but many of
the cars listed in this section are lower
volume production runs from the major
producers that were featured earlier in
the book. I don’t see why they couldn’t
have been included in with the same
section as the other listed cars from
their respective marques. Even the oneoffs that didn’t have their own section
could have been listed in alphabetical
order with the rest, instead of segregated to the back of the book. The author
does make up for this with an excellent
index of all the marques and models
listed so they are easy to find.
You can purchase the book online
at Amazon.com or other outlets as well
as from the publisher’s website listed
above. —Robert Rushing Editor
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Tech Session on the Fly

Traveling Trophy of Woe

O

n a San Diego MG Club run,
Ron Zetterberg’s brakes
went out, which resulted in
him smashing his front bumper. In
typical club fashion, everyone stopped
to help. Members started inspecting the
damage, and Ron tried to brush off a
piece of the flaking chrome.
Not a Good Idea #1: Never attempt
to remove an errant piece of chrome
with a bare part of your body. It is razor
sharp and can result in a very nasty cut.
Not a Good Idea #2: Never drive
The razor-sharp piece of chrome that started the
around without a first aid kit in your
tech session.
car. Thus our lesson of the day.

1.

Step One: After a search through tool boxes, we
came up with a small knife, shop towel and duct
tape. Using the knife, we cut the towel and tape
into strips.

3.

2.

Step Two: After washing off the wound with
water or cold beer, wrap the towel strip around
wound, applying pressure to control bleeding.

4.

Step Three: Wrap duct tape around to hold the
towel in place. Wrap tightly and apply pressure,
but not so tightly as to cut off circulation.
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Step Four: The finished product. Kiss the booboo, and get back on the road.
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donated from an MG Midget.
As envisioned, the trophy would
be presented to any unfortunate club
member whose British steed let them
down or otherwise had a misfortune during the year. The guidance we
gave as we presented the trophy to
the club was it would be prominently
displayed in the recipient’s home until
a misfortune was suffered by another
club member.
A short list of woeful LBC
problems: An $800 bypass hose replacement on a Jaguar XJ8, a Healey
100-4 that nearly went four-wheeling,
stopped by a curb that pan-caked the
By Bob Dougherty
exhaust system and curled the botIdaho British Car Club
tom of a fender; a Mini that ripped its
front seat track bolts free,
he “Traveling Trophy
depositing the driver and
of Woe” was conjured
passenger to a reclinup by Bryan Coning position in the rear
nington and Rod Nichseat! There was another
ols one evening as they
Healey 3000 that died a
lamented over being the
half dozen times between
victims of shabby work
Portland and Burns, Ore.,
by others on their little
trying to get home after
British cars.
the All-British Field Meet
Bryan’s AustinBryan Connington & Rod Nichols
in Portland.
Healey 3000 had been
The aforementioned
purchased as a “resto“holed-out” piston was
ration” that appeared
contributed by an MG
near perfection on the
Midget that was runsurface, but was literally
ning near full throttle
crumbling apart under
and suffered from a lean
the body panels. Rod’s
mixture, melting a spot
complaint was shoddy
on top of the piston.
machine work on his TR6
Last summer, the
engine, which failed 300
club’s event chairman
miles from home during Candidate for shabby work.
broke his ankle in three
a trip to the Oregon coast.
places, and was unable to
They had a chat with
drive his beautiful MGC for quite a few
another club member, Dick Dennis,
months. This remains the only non caraccomplished woodworker and Morgan
related awarding of the trophy.
owner (how does that work?) about
Rick Mills, the current “guardian”
building a base from the small pile of
of the traveling trophy, just got his MGB
rubble left over from our “woes.” The
back from the body shop, damaged
centerpiece of the trophy is a section
when he got rear-ended by an inatof frame from Bryan’s Healey, while an
tentive driver. Our prediction to Rick:
E-type Jaguar model is attached to the
Driving season is here, you probably
piece of the Healey’s frame to form the
won’t have it long!
top. There is also a “holed-out” piston
Photos provided by Bob dougert y

By the members of the San Diego MG Club

Photos provided by the members of the san diego mg club

A Lesson in First Aid

T
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MG: The Next Generation
Photos provided by James Woolf

driver in urban
Philadelphia.
I finally
found the perfect car online in
North Carolina,
and purchased it
in August 2004 – a
Sandy Beige 1968
By Ed Sweeney
MGB/GT. I took
y introduction to
a Greyhound bus
British cars began
down from Philaat a young age.
delphia overnight,
As far back as I can recall,
and drove the MG
my father Ned has been
back the next day.
the owner of a 1964 MGB.
It was the perfect
Throughout my formatrip to introduce
Ed Sweeney as a lad with his father’s
tive years he was restoring
me to my new car.
1964 MGB.
the car, and I helped out as
Since then the
often as I could. After kincar has been an indergarten I was learning how to block
tegral part of my life. Among hundreds
sand. At 7 years old, I helped him torque of minor tweaks, I’ve had the engine
the main caps in the engine!
out once for gearbox work, re-bushed
My Mom may not have been
the SU carbs, changed wheels, comthrilled with the grease stains on my
pletely replaced the interior, and driven
pajamas, but she was definitely happy
it more than 25,000 miles since 2004. It
to see the bond that I was able to create
has been incredibly reliable, and I don’t
with my Dad. Even though we complan to ever sell it.
pleted the full restoration of the car
The GT was my daily driver for
more than 17 years ago, I still remember three years as I finished college at
the first day the engine was fired up. We Temple University and began the search
spent many weekends at car shows and
for my career. Although my degree
summer evenings cruising with the top
was in marketing, I
down. I was learning
decided soon after
about classic cars, as well
graduation that the
as earning a respect for
typical career path
the hobby in general.
was not for me, and
With a childhood
instead began a
like that, it should come
full-time position at
as no surprise that I
Motorcar Garage, a
have always wanted to
British car repair and
acquire a British car of
restoration facility
my own.
in New Jersey, just
Into my second year
over the bridge from
of college, I had saved up
Philadelphia.
enough from summer
The owner of the
jobs to begin the search
shop, Pete Cosmides,
for a suitable MG. I
has given me the
quickly focused on buyopportunity to hone
ing a GT, as I planned
my skills working
Ed
Sweeney
with
his
Sandy
Beige
to make the car my daily
on some of England’s
(Ed. Note: This is the first
of James Woolf’s new Next
Generation Register reports.
We hope that we can help
spark enthusiasm for our cars
among those who weren’t
even born when Abingdon
shut its doors.)

M

1968 MGB/GT.
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MG: The Next Generation

Mike Jones of Pa, MGBGT
at Pocono Raceway
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Beware! Newest eBay Scam
photo provided by Mike cook

Photos provided by James Woolf

finest machinery – MG,
Triumph, Austin-Healey,
Jaguar, Mini, and even Land
Rover.
Despite the variety of
cars I get to work on, the
owners of these vehicles are
not nearly as diverse in one
specific area: age. It is pretty
rare to have a customer walk
through the door who is
under 25. This should not
come as a surprise, as the
British cars that are popular today were new cars in
Ed’s 1968 MGB-GT at Motorcar Garage in New Jersey.
the ’50s and ’60s, and have
relevance and familiarity to
opinion, the key is exposure. The time
older generations.
I spent with my father in the garage
Thankfully, James Woolf has
growing up created some of the fondest
stepped forward to form the North
American MGB Register’s “Next Genera- memories I have from childhood. To
the unexposed, British cars may seem
tion” Registry.
odd and arcane. We need to recognize
At 17 years old, James is in a great
curiosity and reward those interested.
position to bring a younger perspective
If you have a son, daughter, grandto the British car hobby.
child, cousin, etc. invite them out the
At 24 years old, I will also be one of
garage next time you plan to tinker on
the first members of the registry. James
the car.
and I believe that drawing attention
Going to a car show? Bring them
to younger enthusiasts, as well as older
along. Most importantly, if you have
members making an effort to bring
a British car, just get out and drive it.
youth to the hobby will help to ensure
If you know of a young individual
the future of British car ownership.
who has already taken an interest in
Similar to the specific MG model
the hobby, make sure to pass on the
designated registries, the Next Generainformation about the Next Generation
tion registry will be available to anyone
Registry.
who is interested in joining. You don’t
The more exposure our hobby gets,
need to own a British car to be recogthe greater the chance that more people
nized as a part of the “next generation,”
just an enthusiasm for the hobby and an can fall in love with British cars and the
community that surrounds them. Just
interest in its future.
because most of our cars are more than
So, how can we get more youth
involved in the British car hobby? In my 30 years old, doesn’t mean their owners
need to be!

(Ed. Note: we’ve featured articles on
scams before, but this one is new and very
insidious which is why I wanted to get
this in front of the membership as soon as
possible. Please take all precautions when
buying and selling cars online.)
By Mike Cook
Peachtree MG Register

M

ost of us love to obtain a
bargain on something that we
purchased at a price that we
think is a steal. With the age of technology and the Internet, more and more
deals are struck without seeing the item
– or the buyer or seller even meeting. I
am, of course, referring to the popularity of the online Web sites such as eBay
and Craig’s List, but unfortunately with
the growth of these sites there has been
the growth in the number of scams,
some incredibly ingenious. There are
too many to mention here, but if you
go to the following web site you will
find many examples: http://forums.ebay.
com/db2/thread.jspa?threadID=2000304
195#spoof
Here is an example of just one such
scam, from Michael Rowe in New York
“Take warning! I got scammed last
MGB Driver
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week from an eBay auction. After the
auction closed without meeting the
seller’s reserve, I got a fake copy of an
eBay message (shown below) with logo,
etc. and my eBay ID. The “Buy-it-Now”
price on the car had been reduced to
$2,000, a major bargain. I accepted, and
it wasn’t until the guy asked for a MoneyGram that I got suspicious.
“I had one real message from the
seller with his name, so I found his
phone on WhitePages.com and learned
that his eBay account had been hacked
and his ID was being used by someone
else. He had changed his ID two hours
before I called.”
Michael has asked me to tell everyone about his “near miss” and that I am
glad to do. Here are two other examples
of people who were not so lucky; both
of these cases were reported by AuctionBytes.com.
In one, the fraudster contacted a
doctor in Florida who was selling his
Porsche on a fixed-price site called
AutoTrader.com. Posing as an interested
buyer, the fraudster asked the doctor
to send additional photos of the car via
FedEx to an address in San Francisco.
He then used those photos and specific information about the doctor’s
27

Beware! Newest eBay Scam

Listed as “Other MG,”
Steve Hanegan’s ZB
Magnette was a stan out
beauty at MG 2007.
When an MG looks this
good, you have to stop
and take a look.
Steve was also guarding
the Nuffield Cup for some
time during the show.
Our hats off to you, Steve,
for a wonderful ZB.
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Operation Speedometer . . .
or Getting Up to Speedo
By Dennis Silance,
Keystone Region MG Club

I

s your speedometer
working correctly?
Does the pointer
bounce around at speed
or maybe move wildly
about from time to time?
Maybe it doesn’t move at
all? How about the odometer? Has that stopped
recording miles for you?
I’ve owned a couple of little British
cars over the years, and always seemed
to have suffered one or more of the
aforementioned ills that seem to plague
the Smiths or Jaeger speedometers.
It can be one of those problems that
we can live with and just put on the “I’ll
get to it someday” list. Or maybe we do
get around to “fixing” it, thinking we
just need a new cable. So we crawl under
the car and disconnect the old one from
the transmission.
Now, with hands fully greasy, we
wedge ourselves on the floor, under the
dashboard, peering up at a mess of wires
and cables, wondering how we’re ever
going to get a hand up there to disconnect this thing, and more importantly,
are we going to be able to extract ourselves from this position, ever again?
But in the end, we do. We manage
to connect a new cable and hook everything back up. We take it for a test ride
with expectations of seeing how “fast”
we’ve really been driving all this time,
only to see that the damn thing still
doesn’t work!
Hey, we tried . . . and there’s no way
we’re going back under there to remove
that speedometer from the dashboard
again. We had to wait two hours last
time until our wives came home and
pulled us out by the legs. Our heads
still hurt from hitting the garage floor.
But of course, we do go in and take the
speedometer out once again.
MGB Driver
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Photos provided by dennis sil ance.

car to post an auction on eBay Motors.
An eBay Motors user named Steve bid
$43,000 for the Porsche after checking
the VIN number, a number unique to
every car. Everything checked out, the
VIN number belonged to a doctor in
Florida.
The auction ended without a sale,
because the reserve price was not met.
The fraudulent seller, posing as the
Florida doctor, contacted Steve, telling
him he was the next highest bidder.
Steve agreed to purchase the Porsche
for $44,000, believing he was going
through eBay using their “Second
Chance Offer” feature, which allows
sellers to sell an item to the next highest
bidder.
Steve communicated with the
fraudulent seller via e-mail, who told
Steve to wire the money into an escrow
account, and Steve made arrangements
to pick up the car in Las Vegas. After
many delays on the part of the seller,
Steve called the doctor in Florida, and
was shocked to learn the doctor did not
post the car on eBay Motors. The doctor,
an unwilling and unknowing participant in the scam, had already traded in
his Porsche for a Lexus. The con man
had Steve’s $44,000, and Steve was left
without a car.
In another case last August, Frank
Rafter came across a 2001 Mercedes

CLK 340 on eBay Motors that seemed
like the perfect vehicle for him. After
the auction ended without meeting
its reserve, Rafter (not his real name)
contacted the seller to see if he would
be willing to sell it to him. They quickly
agreed on a price of $36,000 for the car,
and the seller asked to have the money
wired to his bank account. Following
advice on eBay’s site, Rafter asked to use
an escrow service. He wired money to
Escrowoncall.net, a site suggested by the
seller. He believed the escrow service
would tell the seller to ship the car to
him once it had received his money.
According to Rafter, the car never came,
and e-mails to the escrow service went
unanswered.
In other sophisticated cons, fraudsters are copying information about real
cars for sale on sites such as AutoTrader.
com or CACars.com and are listing
them for sale on eBay Motors. Buyers
purchase the cars from these con men,
wire-transfer money to a seemingly
legitimate escrow service, and await delivery of their car. When the car never
arrives, they contact the real owner
of the car, and discover the legitimate
seller knows nothing about the transaction. Then the buyers realize their
mistake: the escrow service they’ve sent
the money to is a scam and the “seller”
they dealt with never had possession of
the vehicle.

Now
we have this little
beast in our hands. Staring at it,
it doesn’t look like there’s anything
wrong on the outside. I guess we’ll
just have to open it up and take a look
inside.
Uh-oh…. (Cue the music from
Jaws…. dunta-dunta-dunta-duntadunta…) We have visions of the old
“prank can” where you unscrew the lid
and a giant snake springs out at you. It
all goes through your head, followed
by the little voice… “Should I? I could
always send it out to one of those specialist restoration shops like Palo Alto in
California or Nisonger in New York. I’ve
heard good things about both of those
shops, but then I wouldn’t know what
was done or how they fixed it.”
Go on… open it up and have a look
inside. What’s the worst that could happen? It doesn’t work now!
Truth be told, before I did this, I
found an excellent repair manual on
the web, “Repairing Jaeger and Smiths
Speedometers” by Anthony Rhodes. I
would recommend anyone planning on
diving into one of these vintage gauges
to have this manual on the workbench.
It covers the mechanical Smiths/
Jaeger speedometers from the early
1960s through the late 1970s, and has
fantastic pictures and diagrams of the
inner workings of these gauges. They
all seem to be quite similar in operation
and many parts will be common and
exchangeable across a broad range of
models and years.
The manual breaks down the
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Elements of trust in yourself to get this far.

New or old model.
Newer units have more plastic.

“works” into three groups:
• “Early” or “old” with their allmetal construction except for the worm
gear
• “Intermediate” units with plastic
odometer wheels
• And the “late” or “new” units,
which use a lot more plastic in their
construction and their trip odometer is
driven by a gear from the main odometer.
Once inside these units, you will
find that there is not a lot that can cause
the speedometer to stop operating all
together or work incorrectly.
You may need to just lubricate the
spindle pivot in order to stop “needle
jump” from one speed to another.
The magnet wheel may not be spinning, which might be the cause of that
broken cable.
The hairspring may have broken,
which might cause the pointer to wind
completely around (my problem).
Or maybe yours is just reading the
wrong speed. If you have changed the
tires to a substantially different size,
you may need to recalibrate your unit.
This is covered in-depth in this manual,
from bench calibration to driving calibration.
One great tip I picked up and tried
while working on a couple of units is
this: take a close look at the dial face on
your speedometer. Does yours have a
small white dot or line at about where
–5 mph would be, or just below zero?

There is a small pin that comes through
the dial face. This is the “needle stop,”
which the pointer rests on when reading zero. If you pull the needle stop back
through the dial face, the pointer will
come to balance at that dot or line.
When you’re working on one of
these units and it’s time to put everything back together, you’re faced with
the task of putting the pointer back on
the spindle.
You could essentially put it on
pointing anywhere on the dial face, and
pointing it at zero is not quite right. If
you haven’t done anything to appreciably change the calibration, you can use
this dot or line to set the speedometer
back to a fairly accurate initial calibration.
Press the pointer on the spindle
aiming the tip at the dot. Pull the
“needle stop” pin back through the dial
face, lift the pointer up past zero, and
release the pin back through the face.
Let go of the pointer and it will come
to rest on the stop pin with the correct
balance. Brilliant!
The odometer is gear-driven, and
this is the first place to look if yours has
stopped recording miles. The plastic
worm gear can be stripped or may not
be turning at all due to an obstruction.
The retaining clip at the base of the
plastic pawl, which pushes the drive
gear, may have fallen off.
Or, if your model has a spring attached to the pawl, it may have come
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Operation Speedometer

Speedometer ready for the dash.

undone or is missing. This prevents
any motion of the wheels, thereby no
counting of miles gone by are recorded.
You will need a drill to keep bench

testing the unit as you make repairs and
you use this to simulate the cable turning at high RPMs. A drill bit with the
right size shaft can be inserted backwards in the drill with the four-sided
end sticking out. It then can be inserted
into the input shaft at the back of the
speedometer and turned on — and this
is important — in reverse to simulate
your cars movement. You can then
observe the activity of the pointer and
the odometer before you put it back into
the car.
It was hard enough in the first place
getting that little bugger out from under
there, myself included. So make sure
it’s working properly before you replace
it into the dashboard, and don’t forget
to clean the inside of the glass before
sealing it up.
The Rhodes manual is downloadable in pdf format, and can be found
at Rhodes Triumph Home Page, http://
home.comcast.net/~rhodes/.
See ya on the road…

One of the prettiest showfields for an MG show, Hellertown, PA. Taken in 2002 it also made the cover
of the MGB Driver back when it was all black and white.
MGB Driver
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Get the first 10 Years
of the MGB Driver
on 2 CDs!
For the true MGB enthusiast
as well as the curious dabbler
into the world of vintage
Morris Garage. Now you can
have all the complete early
issues of the MGB Driver on
your computer.
These 1991-2000 issues,
many of which are no longer
available in print, contain
valuable and informative
technical articles. Articles by
MG authorities like Bob Mason
and John Twist and other MGB
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experts as well as our own
member amateurs.
Included are historical articles
by David Knowles, Wilson
McComb, and Ken Smith. Plus
all the original serialized
version of “Aspects of
Abingdon.” Enjoy the quizzes,
trivia, humor, restoration
information and all the other
entertaining and informative
advice you can’t get anywhere
else!
In PDF format, for Mac or PC.

Only $30
for NAMGBR members
$60 for non-members.

Includes shipping US & Canada only.
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Abingdon-on-Thames — Today
Photos provided by Jack Long

The original Morris Garages on Longwall
Street in Oxford, and Cecil Kimber.
By Jack Long
MGs of Baltimore

I

Museum is located in the old market square in downtown Abingdon.

had the opportunity to visit Abingdon this past December while traveling in England, and found it fascinating to compare the Abingdon during
its “MG era” that I have read about for
years with the Abingdon of today. I
also got to visit a special exhibit at the
Abingdon Town Museum called The
Making of MG – The Abingdon Years,
1930-1980.
This exhibit was developed as a
cooperative effort between the Town
of Abingdon Museum and the MG Car
Club, and was pulled together largely by
Brian Moylan, who worked at MG from
1950 until shortly before the factory
closed in 1980.
First he was a service department
mechanic, in the days when owners
could take their cars back to the factory
for repairs. (Try that with your modern
car!)
Then he became a works mechanic
in the Competitions Department,
34

where he worked on a wide range of
MG, BMC, and BL competition cars,
including the Le Mans MGBs, the rally
Big Healeys, the three-time Monte Carlo
Rally-winning Minis, and the rally
TR7s, which were actually prepared
at Abingdon even though they were
Triumphs.
Brian recently wrote a book entitled
“Those Were the Days: MG’s Abingdon
Factory,” which I highly recommend
for its insider information and wealth
of previously unpublished photos. (See
Sep/Oct MGB Driver for review – Ed.)
I was very pleased to meet Brian
at the exhibit. He was a most gracious
host, put up with my many questions,
and recalled how much he enjoyed his
visit to our area as a special guest of
MGs of Baltimore when the club hosted
the annual NAMBGR gathering (before
my time). In particular he asked to be
remembered to Kurt Nagl and spoke
fondly of Kurt’s hospitality during his
visit.
One of the questions I had wonMGB Driver
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Sadly, despite widespread opposition from MG clubs and local
MPs, the last Abingdon MG rolled off the line on Oct. 24, 1980.
The plant and its contents were auctioned off in early 1981, and
“A” Block, the original factory, was demolished.

dered about for a long time involved
what the real impact on the local economy was when the plant closed. Brian
stated that largely due to the efforts of
John Thornley, Abingdon’s Chamber of
Commerce developed a very forwardlooking industrial development effort
in the 1960s that yielded a much more
diverse local economy by the time the
plant closed in 1980. Thornley realized
that MG was by far the largest employer
in Abingdon, and that BMC was in poor
fiscal health for most of the 60s, Brian
said. He was devoted to the town and its
people and committed to making sure
they had an economic life after MG. So
in a very real way, the thriving and fastgrowing town that is Abingdon today is
a final tribute to John Thornley.
Many of the items in this exhibit
were Brian’s personal property. He
explained that as old MG workers pass
away, he has become something of an
unofficial historian in the town and
that surviving family members often
MGB Driver
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MG exhibit sign at the musuem.

seek him out to give him memorabilia.
After touring the exhibit and
talking to Brian Moylan, I spent a little
time exploring Abingdon itself. The
Town Museum is located in the old
market square in downtown Abingdon,
in the former Town Hall spaces on the
second and third floors (the open area
underneath was for market stalls). It has
stood there since 1678, so it was already
more than 100 years old when England
granted freedom to its North American
colonies! Downtown Abingdon is a mix
of old and new, with multi-story car
parks right next to ancient abbey walls
from the 10th century. It has a small
and somewhat struggling shopping district that has suffered with the creation
of large shopping centers in the suburbs, and a number of interesting pubs.
One pub in particular that I am
glad I visited is called the Boundary
House – it actually was Cecil Kimber’s
home during most of the time that he
ran MG Cars in Abingdon. While the
35
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Cecil Kimber’s former home in Abingdon, now
the Boundary House pub.

food was so-so, it was fascinating to sit
in his former living room and enjoy
a draught Old Speckled Hen or two.
And wouldn’t you know it – two nicely
engraved OSH pint glasses fell into my
wife’s purse when we were ready to
leave. I guess the only thing better than
pilfering some nice pint OSH glasses
is swiping them from Cecil Kimber’s
house!
The old factory sat on the west end
of town and was probably considered to
be out in the country when it was built
in the early 1900s by the Pavlova Leather Company to supply leather for the
British military in World War I. Pavlova
Leather was named after Anna Pavlova,
the famous Russian ballerina. After the
war, Pavlova reduced its production and
moved back into its original plant at
the end of Cemetery Road, a few hundred yards to the north. MG Cars was
located in Oxford in the late ’20s, and

had outgrown several facilities there.
Syd Enever, an MG “shop boy” still in
his teens who went on to become MG’s
chief engineer, recommended the spot
to Cecil Kimber, and in January 1930,
MG Cars moved into the abandoned
leather factory, from which it produced
more than 1 million cars in the next 50
years.
We all know that the Abingdon
MG factory was sold and razed in the
early 1980s and the property redeveloped; the site of “A Block” (the original
factory) is now partially occupied by
the Thames Valley Police headquarters.
It fronts onto Marcham Road which is
now a busy four-lane road, and there is a
traffic circle where Gate 3 to the factory
once stood.
Across from what was the factory
yard of A Block stands a McDonald’s
and the regional offices of the British Red Cross. Next to them, however,

Kimber House, headquarters of the MG Car Club
UK

The official announcement of the creation of MG
Car Company Ltd separate from Morris Garages

Thames Police Station where A Block was once located.
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A poster from the 1979 50th Anniversary Jubilee
celebration. The Monday after the event, British
Leyland announced the closing of the plant.
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remains a row of metal buildings that
were once “B Block.” These buildings,
constructed during and just after World
War II, included the Tire Fitting Shop,
the Competition Department, Rectification, Dispatch (where jacks and tools,
tonneau covers and owner manuals
were put in the cars), and from 1955
to 1980, the Drawing Office (design
shop). They now house a variety of local
businesses and at least one of them,
formerly the tire and wheel fitting bay,
is for lease if you want to rent a piece of
MG history!
The third main building of the MG
factory was the administration block,
known as Larkhill House, at the end of
Cemetery Road. This stood at the main
entrance of the factory for much of its
existence. The building still stands,
although its bricks have been covered
with wood planking and it has been
converted into luxury flats that recently sold for £220,000 to £250,000 each
(around half a million U.S. dollars).
Although there are no commemorative
markers on the building, at least the
developers preserved the unique leaded
bay window that was in Kimber’s and
Thornley’s office and overlooked the
factory grounds. It was almost eerie
standing there next to it, imagining the
thousands of times that Cecil Kimber,
John Thornley, Syd Enever, and Cecil
Cousins walked through those doors.
The site of the main entrance at

Design office models of MG prototypes including
EX181 the Roaring Raindrop which went over
250 mph at Bonneville in 1957 and EX182 which
became the MGA.
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Special Souvenir from England
Photos provided by Don Pil ar.

Photos provided by jack long .

the end of Cemetery Road
is now a construction zone
where a number of particularly unattractive apartment
houses are being built.
Next to Larkhill House
is the small cottage that is
home to the MG Car Club,
founded in the late 1920s by
John Thornley among others, now known as Kimber
The clock on the left is from the MG Drawing Office. When that
House. Unfortunately, I was was moved to BMC’s headquarters in Cowley, it went along and
there on a Sunday and did
then moved back to Abingdon in 1955 when they regained connot get a chance to visit. Be- trol over their own design. The clock on the right is from the MG
hind the club headquarters, Boardroom, adjacent to Kimber’s and then Thornley’s offices in
propped against a fence, is
Larkin House. The clock in the middle is from Kimber’s desk. The
the ancient but still legible man did love his octagons! Trivia question – why are all three
sign that directed traffic left clocks set at 10 minutes before 3?
into the MG factory or right
to Pavlova Leathers. I would be happy to House” at 22 Norman Avenue, very near
the Boundary House, but did not take a
store it indoors in my garage for them,
picture out of respect for the people livbut I suspect shipping could be pricey!
ing there now, who probably have had a
The rest of the old factory grounds,
lifetime’s worth of crazy Yanks wanting
including C Block which contained the
to photograph their home.
emissions test lab and powerhouse, and
Anna Pavlova also got a road, and
the export lot, have been built over by
it is the only trace of Pavlova Leather
a modern office park. In the photo of
at all that I could find since it has been
the park directory, (which is actually
completely replaced by a townhouse
oriented with the south at the top), the
development. I don’t know anything
buildings numbered 1A to 6 are the old
about British environmental remediaB block while A Block stood to the left
tion practices but I don’t think I would
of the traffic circle at the top. Cemetery
care to live in a house built on a site that
Road and the old Admin block are unwas a tannery for 60 or 70 years – at the
derneath the “You Are Here” sign.
very least I would not eat the vegetables
In the office park, at least some
evidence of the MG heritage is acknowl- from my garden!
I was surprised that the only two
edged. A commemorative plaque is
MGs that I saw on my trip (outside of
mounted on one of the main buildmuseums) were a round-arch Midget
ings and roads in the park are named
parked in a driveway on Anna Pavlova
after Lord Nuffield, Cecil Kimber, and
Close, about 500 feet from where it was
George Eyston, who set many speed
born, and a nice TD I spotted while
records in MGs. I also met a young
driving the old MG test route through
man who works for Oxford Engineerthe village of Marcham, a few miles
ing in the former Drawing Office in B
west of Abingdon. It certainly does not
block and he said there are many MG
appear that Abingdon is a hotbed of car
artifacts displayed proudly in their
collectors, although one of the first cars
offices, and that their door knobs are
that I saw when arriving in Abingdon
octagon-shaped! I was surprised and
disappointed that there does not appear was an early 1970s Chevy El Camino.
How something like that wound up in
to be a road named for John Thornley,
the ancestral land of MGs is, I am sure,
after all that he did for the town. I did
another interesting story!
drive by the Thornley home, “Cotswold

1964 pull-handle MGB bought directly from Abingdon by an American, but made for the German
market. The car has some special features – note the original octagonal wheel hubs, instead of the
winged knock-offs that came with early American-spec MGBs. Also, the orange turn signal lenses,
instead of the all-clear lenses that came on the early cars in North America.
By Don Pillar, Cookstown, Ontario

A

t first glance, the 1964 MGB that
I drive and have lovingly cared
for over the past eight years looks
like any of the scores of other “little
red convertibles” that one meets on
highways or views at British car shows.
However, upon given a closer inspection and knowing its history, I believe
that a truly unique MGB emerges.
The original owner of my car was
an American, who upon the completion
of a year-long work term in England in
early 1964, wanted to celebrate both the
time he had enjoyed in England and
his upcoming return home. He decided
to purchase of a “special souvenir” – a
brand new MGB!
He visited the MG factory at Abingdon and arranged for the purchase
and shipment of a car. The car that he
selected was a 1964 Mark I MGB roadMGB Driver
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ster that had been built between Feb. 21
and 24. This Tartan Red car with black
trim (chassis number G-HN3-L/31870)
boasted left-hand-drive, overdrive,
heater, oil cooler, folding hood, and a
black tonneau cover.
Apparently the car had been dispatched from the factory on Feb. 28 and
was slated for export to a dealership in
Germany. Consequently, the car was
fitted with some options that were necessary to satisfy the vehicular requirements in Germany. These same features
(outlined below) created a unique vehicle when the car subsequently arrived
at its new home in North America.
Unlike the clear front turn signal
lenses usually found on North American early pull-handle door MGBs, the
lenses on this car are orange. Similarly,
the turn signals of the rear tail lights are
orange on top of red, whereas on most
early MGBs the entire tail lights are red.
39
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The most interesting difference is the original, factory-installed combination steering
and ignition lock, not seen on early MGBs shhipped to the North American market.

This locking ignition switch is below and slightly to the
right of the steering column. The owner has added a
toggle switch for driving lights where the ignition switch
usually is.
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The car’s painted wire wheels
are retained by simple octagonal
hub nuts as opposed to the twoeared knock-offs that were standard on North American-bound
cars. This, according to Clausager’s
“Original MGB,” was because
“Germany and Switzerland from
the start of production, some U.S.
states from 1965-66, and all of
the U.S.A. from February 1967
deemed the wing nuts illegal.”
From the British Motor Industry Heritage Trust certificate I
obtained for the vehicle, I learned
that this car was originally outfitted with a Jaeger metric speedometer that indicated speed in kilometers per hour. Most likely, upon
learning that the car was bound
for the United States and not
Germany, the car was then refitted
with its current imperial system
speedometer that reads in miles
per hour. However, the matching
Jaeger metric engine temperature
gauge that reads in degrees centigrade was not replaced, leading to
MGB Driver
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Special Souvenir From England

an unconventional blending of imperial
and metric measurement systems within
the car’s dash gauges.
Undoubtedly, the most intriguing
feature on this car, however, is the factory
installed and rarely seen combined steering and ignition lock on an early MGB.
Once again, I’m indebted to Clausager’s
to learn that “From 1962, MGBs for
certain markets – at first Germany and
Sweden, later also Finland (October
1967), Austria (January 1968) and France
(September 1969) – were fitted with a
combined steering and ignition lock,
which necessitated a different steering
column.”
The ignition key enters from the
front, below and slightly to the right of
the steering column. While I appreciate the security afforded by this device,
reaching down and around the steering
wheel to turn the ignition key is decidedly cumbersome, compared to the standard and easily accessible ignition switch
located in the centre of the MGB dash.
Originally a nondescript black, rubber insert “plug” filled in the place where
the ignition switch would have been in
the metal dash. Recently when I installed
driving lights on my car, I was conveOrange lenses on top of red in the taillights,
niently able to add a matching toggle
where early MGBS shipped to the U.S. had all
switch in the dash using the unused
red lenses in the back.
keyhole.
I’m certain that every MGB owner
justifiably believes that his/her car is
Don Pillar (author of story) with his 1964 pull“special” in some way or another. So,
handle MGB, which the original American owner too, I take great pleasure in knowing and
bought direct from the Abington factory.
sharing with others that my 1964 MGB
is somewhat unique and a very “special
souvenir” from England.
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Replacing MGB Dog Legs

After some restoration adventures, Hank Brillhart shows off a much improved 1980 MGB.
By Sharolyn Brillhart
British Car Club of Wichita

hen we purchased our 1980
MGB, we knew it needed work.
As everyone who has done any
type of renovation will probably tell
you, we just didn’t realize how much
until Hank started tearing into it.
Hank had already pulled the
engine and rebuilt it the previous year.
He was now ready to start the body
work. The first project he tackled was
to replace the outer rocker panels. That
led to replacing the dog legs and inner
rocker panels.

“Dog legs” are a section of the rear
fenders just behind the doors. “Rocker
panels” are the sections underneath the
doors from the back of the front wheels
to the front of the back wheels. You
have inner sills, crown side members,
and inner and outer rocker panels, all
in the same area. Most British cars will
experience rust in this area and also
along the fender around the wheel well
arches.
The best thing Hank found was
to be brave and start cutting with his
plasma cutter. A plasma cutter works
by sending an electric arc through a gas
that is passing through a constricted

In the event of a “rust through” situation, you
have to cut to get rid of the infected area. Use
proper eye wear.

Some metal needs to be created by hand and
welded into place. Welds are ground down,
flush and smooth.

W
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New panels are welded in place, welds are ground down,
and body parts removed for easier access for repairs.

opening. The gas can be shop air, nitrogen, argon, oxygen, etc. This elevates
the temperature of the gas and this
high-speed gas cuts through the molten
metal. The gas is also directed around
the perimeter of the cutting area to
shield the cut.
(For more information regarding
plasma cutters, go to www.plasma-cutter.
com/technical.htm)
Hank used his plasma cutter on a
lot of different places while repairing
our MGB. He purchased replacement
dog-leg panels and rocker panels from
Victoria British, but there were many
pieces that were handmade. Remember,
any parts you can replace without buying “new parts” will save you money.
Again, one more reason why Hank
hand-fabricated several of the pieces
himself.
Using the plasma cutter, he
removed the bad, rusty areas. After
inspecting the total condition, it was
decided the B-support posts and inner sills were OK, but the inner rocker
needed replacing along with the outer
rocker panels. Remember to be sure to
check the inner sill and crown rail, side
member, while all of this is apart. If you
simply cover over the outside, your old
rust will come through again.
Important to the overall structural
strength of MGBs is the fact that the
MGB Driver
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A bit of body fill sanded smooth conforms to the contours of the panel.

inner rocker panel is stamped with
stiffeners in the metal, thus adding
additional strength. Other marques do
not have this “stamped” effect, they are
just straight metal. If you are replacing this piece, it is suggested you use a
purchased replacement that has these
stiffeners.
Hank replaced his new, empty
dog-leg area and rocker panel areas by
welding in the insert parts he had purchased. Then he hand-fabricated other
pieces of metal to fit into smaller areas
that had been removed. One such area
was directly above the wheel-well arch.
There is a panel that can be purchased
for this complete area, but Hank felt it
would be easier to hand-fit metal into
the exact areas he needed. Now that he
had one side ready, he had to start the
other side. The other side was in worse
shape than the first one, so that meant
more cutting, more welding, more
sanding …
Once the welding is done and
ground off to a smooth surface, it is
time to add the body filler. Start off by
getting the sand paper out. It is suggested you start with 24-grit sandpaper.
This will knock off all the old paint and
rough up the surface so your filler will
adhere. Next smear the filler all over
the patched surface. Knock it down
(sand) to come up with a contour. Keep
43
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adding more filler and keep sanding
until the proper contour is found. Use
a long sanding block and feather out
your filler patches. Once the contour is
correct, use putty to fill in all the small
pin holes and sand lightly.
But, before anything further is
added, be sure to spray on a self-etching
primer to ALL the bare metal areas and
patched areas, whether aluminum or
steel, as this will keep your paint from
pulling off from the bare metal later.
Self-etching primer is an epoxy, so it
will stick and make a good base before
adding regular paint primer.
Once this stage has been reached,
spray with a sanding primer and keep
sanding until completely smooth. Make
sure your area is as you want it before
ANY paint is applied, as you cannot
Bondo over regular paint primer. If you
find a spot afterwards that needs adjusting, the only way to make a correction
is to strip it back down to bare metal
and start again.
There were many other areas that
needed to be replaced and reshaped on
this poor old MGB. This was just the
rear fenders. Hank completely rebuilt
both front fenders, including a headlight ring. The car had been wrecked
on the passenger side and crinkled
the fender and wheel well. Borrowing
another friend’s port-a-power was the
lifesaver to getting the front platform
panel support and hood latch bracket
back in the correct place.
After many hours and with the
help of a good friend, Norman Champlin, the body work was completed and
the paint was applied. After our renovation in 2003, we truly had a NEW
MGB. And, Hank can truly say we did it
ourselves.
We installed all new carpet and
interior, all new door panels, and
replaced the chrome. We also installed
a new dash, a new windshield, and new
wheels and tires. The windshield was
one of those “fun” jobs that seemed
to take forever, but finally went back
together. (The next time we helped a
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Replacing MGB Dog Legs

Patches are feathered, making a smooth transition
from repair to original metal.
Once sanded and primed, make a detailed inspection of all
surfaces for imperfections before painting.

Self-etching primer is used on all bare metal to
keep the primer or paint from separating.

friend replace his windshield, it went much
smoother.)
We have traveled more
than 17,000 miles in that
little car since the restoration in May 2003. Besides
our local club activities, we
attended MG 2003 in St.
Louis, MG 2004 in Parsippany, N.J., by way of going
up through Canada and
back down through New
York. We also attended
MG 2006 in Gatlinburg,
Tenn., and traveled back
via Alabama.
Thanks to Hank, but
also to Norman, Bob, Ken,
Tammy and Lester for making our car something very
special to me. Hank’s current
project is a 1958 MGA.

Make sure you cover anything you don’t want
painted. Protecting these areas eliminates embarrassing over-spray, like on your tires. Tires with
over-spray make unwanted visual effects when you
drive.

After all the time and attention to detail, you
will have great satisfaction of a job well done.
Your MG will look brand new and your pride
in owning a gem will reflect the care you put
forth.

Spray on sanding primer, and keep sanding until
smooth.
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The beauty is in the detail of a great restoration,
woth the efforts made before.
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Blue label LH overdrive from the U.K., being tested, replaces a four speed.
By Simon Dix
Kansas City MG Car Club
With Bob Bentzinger and Paul Hunt

I

am quite the fan of the overdrive
on an MGB. I was not aware of the
significance of the overdrive when
I acquired my first MGB, a 1977 roadster, which is known in our house as
“Tigger.” It did not come with one, and
I soon learned how harsh it was to drive
long distances with the engine screaming.
Eventually, I was able to find a blue
label LH overdrive from the U.K., and
managed to buy it and get it here for
about $550. Once installed, it replaced
the existing four-speed, which had a
grinding around third gear that I had
pretty much learned to “drive around”
during my first year of owning “Tigger.”
With much assistance from club
members, I was able to complete the
switch to the overdrive transmission.
At that time it was given a simple visual
inspection for the gears and synchronizers and I simply changed the screen
and filter in the bottom of the overdrive. Other than that we pretty much
“slapped it in.”
This worked out well, and I have
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not had any problems with it. I have
to say that this is quite simply the best
upgrade imaginable – it transforms the
car. Now, long trips to Gatlinburg for
MG 2006, and to shows in Kansas City
and Michigan are much, much more
manageable with the lower RPMs that
the overdrive brings.
There’s plenty of discussion on
overdrives versus a 5-speed conversion.
I have to say that I haven’t had the opportunity to drive a 5-speed conversion
and I am sure they similarly improve
the driving experience enormously.
The 5-speed route seems to be quite
expensive, to me at least, but that may
be because I have been quite lucky in securing overdrives in the UK and either
shipping them or bringing them back as
luggage on various trips home.
In 2007, I was able to bring back
another LH overdrive from a 1977 MGB,
albeit in two trips. The overdrive made
it back on one trip and then the remainder, minus the bell housing, came
back on another trip. It was a smooth
journey although I think I very much
surprised the customs officer in Atlanta,
when he inquired as to what was in
the large brown PC box I was using to
transport the main shaft etc. When I exMGB Driver
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plained it was a gearbox/transmission for an “antique auto” he
implied that was a first by way
of an explanation! Fortunately,
he did not make me open the
box and we proceeded to make
our connection and everything
made it back to St. Louis in one
piece, figuratively speaking.
My plan for this overdrive
is for “Scarlett,” my 1972 MGB
roadster. Although I will have
to address the issue of the
1280 tpm speedometer, versus
the 1000 tpm gearing in the
overdrive, at a later date, it is my
hope that this will be the last
major activity before getting
this car ready for more active
use.
I had not attempted a
transmission rebuild before, but
I hoped to use both the Haynes
and Bentley manuals that I have
and also use the very helpful
information that’s available on
the Octarine Services website:
http://octarine-services.co.uk.
However, it turned out to be Simon disassembling a transmission . . . carefully.
much easier than I had hoped as
the synchros anyway – you can’t see
I was able to do this under the watchful
the wear on the inside of them without
eye of “The MG Doc,” John Mangles
removing them.
of All British Car Repair. I have to say
(4) Don’t miss getting the cut
that there is absolutely no substitute for
out/notch on the main shaft bearing
being able to see how things are done
housing aligned with the bell housing.
versus reading them. For everyone out
If it needs more than a tap to seat it, it
there who accomplishes such things
probably isn’t lined up right!
by themselves and just with reference
(5) If you are changing as much as I
material, I simply tip my hat to you!
was then you’ll need to understand the
There were several things that I
shim calculations that may be required.
learned during this reassembly process.
(6) It is probably worth while
I’ll keep this note to these “lessons
changing both the front and rear oil
learned.”
seals.
(1) Lay shaft thrust washers can be
(7) If it won’t go back together withkept in place with “magic red grease” (or
out a fight there’s something wrong!
probably just any old grease) and make
There had been quite a bit of activsure you get them in correctly, particuity with overdrives amongst some of
larly the front one, or the lay shaft will
us in my local club, as Chuck Demick
not go through.
had been working on an overdrive
(2) Don’t let the sliding hub assemfor “Emma,” Janel and Chuck’s 1975
bly come apart or there will be springs
roadster. Chuck had been forced to tear
and ball bearings everywhere.
down the overdrive as he found parts
(3) While you’ve got everything
on the filter screen that shouldn’t have
apart, as I did, go ahead and change all
MGB Driver
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been there when it was opened up. It
turned out a new sliding member was
needed.
Bob Bentzinger, a retired electrical engineer, was a great resource to
both Chuck and I, as I did do a lot of
O-ring replacing on my overdrive, but
I didn’t have to do the full tear-down
that Chuck did. Quite a good learning
experience to see the overdrive going
back together and understanding, to
some degree, what is in there.
Having done all this work, both
Chuck and I were interested to make
sure that the transmissions and overdrives were working before they were
installed in our respective cars. You
really don’t want to find out that a
transmission and or overdrive don’t
work right after they’ve been installed!
So, how to test an overdrive outside the
car?
I had seen a solution discussed and
pictures posted online at the MG Experience website (http://mgexperience.
net). Various options were discussed.
However, Bob stepped up to the plate
big time on this. So, courtesy of Bob,
in his own words, here’s how we tested
my transmission and overdrive, having
already used a Version 1 solution on
Chuck’s overdrive:
Bob Bentzinger: “I am a big fan of
the overdrive on an MGB and have even
taken a class at University Motors to
rebuild the gearbox and overdrive from
my 1974 roadster. When we rebuilt the
gearbox, we did not test the operation
of the overdrive. This planted the seed
in my mind about how to bench-test
the overdrive before installing it back in
the car.
“Fast forward to the present, I did
some research and saw an article or two
about testing the overdrive and how
much power it would require to spin
the gearbox sufficiently fast to build
oil pressure in the overdrive so that it
should operate. The MGB workshop
manual says to test the overdrive
pressure with the rear axle of the car
suspended, the car in fourth gear, and
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Carefully disassembling the overdrive unit.

Heathkit timing light built by Simon.

30 mph indicated on the speedometer.
“The majority of the information
I found didn’t say anything about how
to spin the gearbox when out of the
car, although I had heard that someone
used a very large drill to do the job. This
idea did not appeal to my engineering
nature so I conceived the idea to drive
the gearbox input shaft directly using
an electric motor.
“I borrowed some electric motors
and began experimenting. I used some
commonly available plumbing parts
and the center hub of an old clutch disc
and tinkered together an adapter to
connect the electric motor shaft to the
splined input shaft of the gearbox.
“I was able to spin the gearbox
easily enough in neutral, but it soon
became apparent that the fractional
horsepower electric motors I had borrowed didn’t have enough “grunt” to
spin the gearbox in third or fourth gear.
I went to eBay and found a 1.5 hp motor
for a reasonable price. I made a motor
stand out of old bed frame angle iron. I
made some leveling feet out of carriage
bolts and made a rear gearbox support
out of an old screw type trailer leveling
stand and the mysterious ‘Y-piece’ from
the rear transmission mount.
“The setup was ready to test, except
for some way to tell if the overdrive actually operated! I decided to use an old

Heathkit timing light I had built in my
youth and a signal generator to create a
strobe light to shine on the rear flange.
With the gearbox in fourth gear the
gearbox ratio is 1 to 1. The frequency of
the strobe light is adjusted so that the
flange appears to stop rotating. When
power is applied to the overdrive solenoid, if the overdrive operates properly,
the flange will spin faster (since the
electric motor speed is constant) and
the flange will appear to spin. A chalk
mark on the flange will make this observation easier.
“I tried the test setup on my rebuilt
gearbox which I knew was working
properly, and it all worked in third and
fourth gear! My gearbox had 20W50 oil
in it but it was not full, which helped
make it easier to spin in fourth gear
(fourth gear requires the most power to
spin the gears).
“Later I tried it on Simon’s rebuilt
overdrive gearbox and the motor
wouldn’t spin the gearbox in fourth
(popped a circuit breaker). We tried it
in third gear and the test setup showed
the overdrive was working. There are a
few minor problems which need to be
addressed but overall the overdrive test
setup works pretty well.”
So now back to the whole overdrive
discussion in more general terms. I
have found all three of my overdrives
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in the U.K. (Yes, I got another one
recently because it was on eBay as “pick
up only,” and it was within a one hour
drive of where my brother lives in Sussex – thanks, Richard). We have a trip
coming up to the U.K. in September for
a wedding, so one day during that trip
I’ll be taking that gearbox apart to bring
it back as luggage! It seems that overdrives are pretty easy and cheap to find
over in there, yet they are like gold dust
here in the U.S.A., and perhaps this accounts for the popularity of the 5-speed
conversions over here. Why pay $500600 for a totally unknown condition
overdrive and more than double that for
a rebuilt one with a warranty?
It has often been discussed online
and locally that overdrives were on
about two out of every 100 cars that
came to the U.S., and yet they were on
98 of 100 cars sold in U.K.. No facts to
back this up, until now, and some great
research by Paul Hunt, who has a very
interesting web site at http://www.
mgb-stuff.org.uk. Paul has given me
permission to reprint his findings, and
here they are.
Paul Hunt: “Overdrive – How many
were there? An oft-discussed question, opinion being it was ‘not many’
in North America, for some reason, on
new cars, although it is considered a
very desirable addition today.
“Why there weren’t many originally, I can’t imagine – it is eminently
suitable for the long distances common in North America, and similar
technology to automatics which were
very common, so that shouldn’t have
put people off. (It didn’t in the U.K.,
where automatics were rare, and are still
uncommon today).
“Maybe buyers just didn’t understand what ‘overdrive’ was. Living
quite close to Gaydon and the British
Motor Industry Heritage Trust archive,
I considered spending some time there
counting. Thinking further, I realized I didn’t need to go through all the
individual build records, as 18V engines
from August 1971 (North American
spec) and November 1973 (all other
markets) had different engine-types
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according to whether OD was fitted or
not. So if there were documents showing how many engines of each type
were ordered by Abingdon, I could just
look at those. It was only subsequently I
realized that Clausager already contains
this information, as the engine number
types and quantities are listed in “Original MGB”!
The book shows 97 percent of
MGBs with overdrive for the Home and
non-North American export market.
and only 17 percent of MGBSs with

overdrive for North American spec, so
there is indeed a huge disparity. And
why should Japan get 100 percent with
OD (admittedly on a very small number), when they got the North American
spec towards the end of production?
Even California and Canada got a significantly higher proportion than the
rest of the USA.”
Well, there’s something for us to
think about. Me, I’m thinking how to
get the next one home safely!

Overdrive Spec Numbers
Time Period

Market

No OD OD

Total

% OD

Nov 73-Sep 74 Home and non-North American export

434

7123

7557

94

Sep 74-Oct 80
(OD standard for Home and non-North American export
Home market
from June 1975)

813

40087

40900

98

Subtotal of Home and non-NA exports

1247

47210

48457

97

Aug 71-Aug 72

North America

19390

2650

22040

12

Aug 72-Sep 74

North America

37993 6449

44442

15

Sep 74-Dec 74

North America

5300

1403

6703

21

Dec 74-Aug 75

North America

9260

1593

10853

15

Aug 75-Jun 76

Canada

996

313

1309

24

Jun 75-Jun 76

USA

14700

3408

18108

19

Jun 76-Oct 80

USA (not California)

50883 10324

61207

17

Jun 76-Dec 79

California

11958

4483

16441

27

Jun 80-Oct 80

Japan

0

805

805

100

Aug 76-Oct 80

Canada

3458

1176

4634

25

186542

17

Total North American spec
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Tech Talk
Hello, Mr. John Twist,
A few days ago I asked you a question about my O/D. My O/D goes all the
time on-off, on-off in third gear (and only
in third gear). It works perfectly in fourth
gear. After a test drive this morning, I
found this: when I push the gear stick to
the right side (and I keep it in overdrive) the
O/D works well. Can I do something about
this? The MGB is a 1972 with a Laycock
O/D.
Thank you in advance,
—Etienne (from Belgium)
Dear Etienne,
The problem you have is the thirdfourth lockout switch. This switch
is either faulty or out of position, or
both. My suggestion is to purchase a
new switch (it is the same as the reverse
light switch), and fit it. But before bringing the gearbox back into place, test
that switch 20 times to make sure that it
is working correctly.
That third-fourth lockout switch is
located on the front left of the remote
control extension on the gearbox. It is
the least accessible electrical component in the MGB. To get to it you’ve got
to remove the console and the elliptical
plate around the gear lever.
Then you must drop the tail end
of the gearbox. Remove the driveshaft
and loosen the exhaust at the center
and rear of the car. Then remove the
four bolts that hold the cross member to
the frame. The gearbox will fall several
inches (nearly 10cm) down, allowing
you to reach in, loosen the old switch
and fit the new switch. Use lots of grease
when fitting the new switch.
John,
Hi, I haven’t sent you a question in
a few years, but I sure would like to know
what valve stem seals your shop uses when
rebuilding MGB cylinder heads. I’ve heard
the little O-rings that came with my rebuild
kit aren’t the way to go. Any recommendations with manufacturer and part number
would be very helpful at this point in my
project.
Thanks in advance. —Dan Carlile
MGB Driver
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
Dan,
We use Felpro SS 70373, which fit
some sort of Chevy truck. They are the
perfect replacement for those little Orings, which, while better than nothing, just don’t do a very good job.
Be sure to have your machine shop
open the bronze-silicone valve guides
(if you’re using those) to 0.002 instead
of 0.0005 or the valve stems will gall.
Hello, John,
I need to replace my pinion oil seal on
my tube axle. I am concerned about having to use special tools as per the workshop manual. I do have standard torque
wrenches. Do you recommend that I try
this operation? If not, I am not sure who
could do this here in the Milwaukee area.
Thanks for your advice!
—Henri van Groningen
Henri,
This is a difficult task to do at home
as you do need a “special tool” and the
drive flange can be very difficult to remove. Basically, you’re going to remove
the front flange of the differential, pry
out the seal, fit a new seal, and refit the
flange.
The flange is sometimes stuck, and
stuck fast – so you need to tap it forward
with your hammer, turning it slightly
between each tap so nothing is bent
or stressed. When the flange comes
off, you will want to polish the contact
surface with some fine grit paper (600
or so).
The old seal comes out with
a pry bar or with a long, heavy
screwdriver. The new one is inserted
and tapped into place with a hammer
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– carefully!
Now comes the part that needs
finesse. Reinstall the flange, fit the
nut, and then begin to tighten the nut,
constantly feeling the restriction to
movement of the front flange. You are
searching for a pre-load, or resistance
to turn, of about one foot pound. The
“feel” is a very slight tightening.
The problem here is that the flange
rotates independently of the crown
wheel by as little as 1/8-inch on its
circumference – and you must gauge
the preload in that distance! Further,
you should not use an air impact
wrench to turn the nut as there is little
control. You should use a long ½-inch
breaker bar. But, you have to keep the
flange from turning, so you’ll have to
make up a tool that you can bolt to the
front flange.
I’ve used a ¾-inch piece of rod,
about two feet long, with two 5/16-inch
holes on one end. Run two 5/16-inch
bolts through those holes, fix them
tightly with nuts, and use that, passed
through the 5/16-inch holes in the diff
flange to keep the flange from turning.
You could bolt this tool to the front
flange, but then you wouldn’t be able to
feel the preload. Tighten, feel; tighten,
feel; tighten, feel. Eventually you’ll begin to draw the two taper bearings close
together and achieve this very slight
resistance to turn.
I’d be pleased to review this with
you on the phone. Of course, it would
make a good addition to our YouTube
videos. By the way, don’t forget to refill
the diff with oil!
Hi, John,
I want to replace to top on my 1972
MGB and have never replaced a top before.
I’ve found one in the Victoria British
catalogue. My question is, is there an
instruction booklet on how to do this? Do
you know where I could get one? When
replacing the top, are there other parts I
should buy as well?
Thanks, —Jeffrey A. Lubbers
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Jeffrey,
I don’t know of an instruction
manual for the soft top, but here are
some hints.
For a really great fit, make sure the
car and the top are REALLY warm. The
best time of year is July and August! If
you’re doing this in your garage, get a
space heater or salamander heater and
blow into the car, heating the soft top
from the inside out.
Drill out the rivets that hold the
header seal and aluminum strip to your
existing top. Then shake those rivets
out of the header bar through the hole
provided in the end. If you don’t, the
car will rattle at every corner!
Use 3M 08088 glue. Mark the
center of the header bar and the
windshield. Mark the center of the top
material – use chalk on the top. Attach
the top at the back; glue the header
rail and the contact area of the top
material. Start at the middle and work
outwards. Pull it REALLY tight. The top
often has to go through several heat and
cool cycles to rid it of wrinkles.
Use pop rivets again in the header
seal strip – or use sheet metal screws. Be
sure to trim off the excess material. Always buy a new header seal and header
seal strip.
Hope this helps a little bit. I have
to tell you that I have never installed an
MGB top myself! One of the guys here
in the shop has always fit them.
John,
I have a 1972 MGB with a 1971 GK
engine that was installed at some point by
a previous owner. It has the HIF4s and the
distributor from the 1972 engine. I had the
carbs rebuilt by Joe Curto and just tuned
and adjusted them. I readjusted the floats
and blew out the fuel lines because I didn’t
think the delivery volume was ample. The
car runs great, good acceleration, good idle,
but when I get the car up over 40 mph and
ease back on the throttle where I’m not accelerating or decelerating (neutral throttle,
if you will), the car surges or stumbles,
almost like fuel starvation, but when I hit
the gas, it goes.
If I leave the throttle where it is and
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climb a slight grade, it stops surging and
pulls strong. It doesn’t spit or backfire so I
know it’s not the timing, which I set at 20
BTDC. I put a 1971 distributor, 41339 I
believe, for that engine and it still does it,
with or without the vacuum connected.
Neither distributor was frozen up and so
the weights move freely. I’ve been messing
around with this for a year now and I’m at
a loss. It’s been suggested that it could be a
vacuum leak but I can’t find one. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
—Doug Decarli
Doug,
The problem you have is either
timing or fuel. Timing is easier to attack first. Between 1971 and 1972 the
distributors and the timing changes a
lot. For the 1972 distributor, you should
time the car about 15 BTDC at 1500
rpm vacuum disconnected. When you
reconnect the vacuum the timing will
jump to about 40 BTDC at idle. You can
simply experiment by advancing the
timing five degrees to see if that makes a
difference with your problem.
Secondly, you can disconnect the
evaporative lines at the HIF carbs that
go to the charcoal canister. Just leave
them loose and test drive the MGB
again. On or off there should be no
difference. If there IS a difference, then
there’s a problem with the charcoal
adsorption canister or the plumbing.
John,
I would like to thank you for the wonderful YouTube videos that you have taken
the time to produce – great stuff! Recently, I
converted my ’77 to twin HIF4s, with K&N
filters, and a new exhaust system, and it’s
like a new car. The difference way exceeds
my expectations.
I have a question about the butterfly
discs. The carbs will not idle down, and I
am about to pull them to solder closed the
poppet valve (as I should have done before
I initially installed them) but I now hear
that the AUD550’s should not have a notch
at the bottom, whereas mine do. Is this
correct?
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If so, I would think the best bet would
be to order a pair of the HS4 discs? Thanks
in advance for your help, and I just wish
your shop was little closer!
Sincerely, —Barry Waterland
Barry,
I know that the workshop manuals
are not clear on this, but only the very
first HIF4s had a notch in the bottom of
the throttle disc to clear the emulsion
tube. The later models had the emulsion tubes flush with the bottom of the
throat. So, if you are fitting throttle
discs you must cut a notch to clear those
tubes on the earlier models. Should you
fit notched discs with the later style,
you’ll never get the idle down.
You can solder up the overrun valve
in the throttle disc by heating it from
the button side then flow solder onto
the spring side. After the solder has
puddled and cooled, cut the spring and
shaft away from the disc as it interferes
with air flow.
The most common cause of high
idle is a mechanical interference in the
interconnecting shafts between the
carbs.
John,
I recently browsed through your technical Q&A and recalled that when driving
in the rain (a rare occasion) in my 1976
MGB, my left pant leg cuff gets wet and my
passenger’s right leg cuff gets wet.
I forgot to use welting when re-mounting
the fenders two year ago, for I didn’t notice
any when disassembling the car.
Do I need to re-install the fenders to
seal out the rain, or is there some other
solution which would not require unbolting
the fenders? Can I sneak in some brushable seam sealer, or is it best to do some
disassembly and use a roll putty type (black
sticky stuff from a roll)?
Thanks, —Matt Gerike
Matt,
It is possible to squeeze some filler
between the fender and the body, but
that probably isn’t the problem. You can
purchase white body caulk and force it
between the body and the “T” welting
on the fender. Use a softer plastic paddle
MGB Driver
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for fear of damaging your paint. Also,
push it in from the front – at the front
fender trough and the body.
But, I’ll bet that the problem with
the leaking is from the windscreen. Lift
the rubber pads and fill the area under
the pad with silicone sealant. Let that
dry and test it.
Test the seal by spraying the garden
hose against the suspect area and get
your buddy to lie inside and watch (or
the other way around). Now if you train
a strong direct stream against any area
of the car, it will leak. Just try to duplicate a heavy rain.
Hello, John,
About a year or so ago you rebuilt my
carbs and distributor. They are working
great and the ’71 BGT is running strong.
I am writing you to see if you can help me
with a problem. It’s exhaust smell. There is
a pronounced exhaust odor, and the family
won’t come near me after a drive. So here
are the conditions. Plugs look good, so I
think mixture is right. No exhaust system
leaks are apparent. All emission controls
had been removed when I bought the
stinker (not my name choice).
Cylinder head and intake manifold
were plugged. Absorption canister was
removed but there is still a line coming up
into the engine bay from the gas tank (I’m
assuming). I have recently vented the valve
cover with a rubber hose going under the
engine in an attempt to maybe vent some
crankcase gasses, thinking this may be a
cause.
I am thinking of replacing the gaskets
and hoses on the cylinder head access
covers that go to the carbs behind the exhaust manifold. There is fair amount of oil
leaking under the engine. If the leak is from
the main engine seal and not the oil pan,
could that be an area causing the smell.
Also, on the garage floor at the exhaust
pipe outlet there is some black, wet residue
which I’m thinking comes from engine start
when using choke. I’m not sure where to
start, so any guidance would be welcome.
Thank you, —Jess Kiewiet
Jess,
There are a couple of things that
could be going on. One, your exhaust
MGB Driver
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pipe could be too short. This might
allow the exhaust to get sucked back
into the cockpit area and stink up your
clothing. We’ve seen exhausts that
exit into the bumper overrider and get
blown into the cockpit.
Then, there is the possibility that
the mixture is too rich – and that will
cause stinky, eye-watering fumes. Be
sure that your timing is correct, which,
on your ’71 BGT, should be about 20
BTDC at idle, vacuum disconnected or
32 BTDC maximum.
If you are getting raw gasoline
fumes, those can be offensive, too. The
1971 has a sealed tank but the tank still
has to vent. If the charcoal canister is
missing, then all that venting is going
on under the bonnet.
If you have too many oil leaks, then
some of them can fall onto the exhaust
and cause a stink.
John,
My 1980 MGB LE heater doesn’t blow
much air on either speed. I can feel air
movement on both speeds and low is definitely less than high speed. Any ideas how I
can get more rpm out of the blower?
Thanks, —Michael C. Rutz
Michael,
I don’t have a number or a test for
you to find out if the heater blower is
acting properly. I can tell you that the
heater receives fresh air from the grille
in front of the windscreen which MUST
be uncovered (some owners cover them
up!)
Then, it travels through the heater
matrix and is sent down to a flapper
valve which directs it to the screen or
the floor. Quite frankly, there isn’t a lot
of air moving here.
You can increase the comfort by
increasing the temperature of the thermostat (which will raise the temp of the
hot air coming from the heater). You
can blow out the heater matrix by removing the hose from the heater valve
and shooting water from your garden
hose through the matrix (and then out
of the heater valve – both of which are
known to plug up after years of disuse
or from incompatible antifreeze solu55
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tions).
At one time, Ken Costello, inventor
of the MGB V8, had an improved fan
on the market, but that was years ago. I
do believe that Rob Clark, of Clark and
Clark Spares in Holland, Mich., a supplier to the MG vendors, was trying to
copy that fan, but I do not think it came
to fruition.
Good morning, John,
First of all, thank you very much for
your valuable videos on YouTube; they have
been of great help.
I have the following question: The
previous owner of my 1971 MGB roadster
painted the engine bay, however he also
painted the brake lines (white). How would
you recommend removing this from the
brake lines, without damaging the lines? I
appreciate your expert advice.
Best Regards, —Jacob Bisgaard Knudsen
Jacob,
You have two options: (1) replace
the lines or (2) clean the lines. I would
choose to clean the lines as it’s easier.
The fittings on the ends are 7/16inch AF and the lines are British/USA
thread 3/8-24. Remove each line and
clean them with either steel wool and/
or medium grit sandpaper (I’d start with
180-grit and then go finer). To keep
them from rusting, clear coat them with
clear enamel. Use a “touch” (difficult to
convert this to metric!) of grease on the
threads to ease re-assembly, but not so
much as to contaminate the brake fluid.
You know that brake fluid removes
paint more quickly than nearly any
fluid, so pump the system dry before
disassembling.
John,
For a Mk I MGB with standard points
ignition (positive ground), does it help in
starting and/or performance to mount a
Lucas High Voltage Sports Coil?
Is the sports coil’s higher voltage detrimental to the life of the rotor, points, and
cap? Do you need to increase the gap of the
plugs? Is there any advantage to increasing
the plug gap? Thanks again for the YouTube
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videos.

Dan

Dan!
This is my opinion, you’ll meet others with opposing opinions – I’m sure.
You cannot get something for
nothing. The something here is a
hotter spark. To get a hotter spark you
have to run more current though the
points. More current heats up the
points and melts them (rarely); more
current leads to shorter point life; the
extra voltage induces a higher primary
voltage at point opening and pushes the
limits of the capacitor - all this just to
get more spark.
You don’t need more spark. The
regular 12-volt coil is wonderfully satisfactory for regular road use. I gap my
plugs at 0.035-inch with a regular coil
anyway. The extra spark will find faults
in the rotor and cap more quickly than
a regular coil.
I do not use a high voltage coil
myself, nor do I recommend using one
to my customers.
John,
You da man when it comes to MGs!
I read your tech advice and articles with
every new publication.
I have a 1974 MGB roadster with a set
of HS4s that appear to be giving me trouble
but I’m not positive they are the problem.
Background: Installed new points, cap,
wires, rotor, set points as specified; set the
timing as you have suggested; watched timing with timing light and noticed the timing
does jump from time to time but generally it
holds steady and advances when accelerated.
Issue: When cold, pull choke, fire motor, runs smooth but fast due to choke. Back
off choke as she warms. When carb
snapped to accelerate sharply, the rear carb
backfires on acceleration, backfires, then
accelerates fairly smooth as rpms climb.
When the engine warms to operating temp, the carb runs smoother but
does backfire from time to time on a
hard acceleration. No problem with front
carb. Both carbs have had new throttle
shafts installed, floats adjusted and jet set
at prescribed flats +/- a flat.
MGB Driver
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Appreciate any advice on getting this
setup to run smoother and thank you for
taking the time to advise us MG owners.
– Bradley E. Richardson
Bradley!
Thanks for the kind words. You
should have HIF carbs on your 1974
MGB – the SUs with the float bowls on
the bottom. What I would do here is to
double check the timing. You know,
you might try 15 BTDC at 1500 rpm
vacuum disconnected and see how
much of a difference that makes.
Timing is so critical! You must be
using the “lift the piston” method of determining the mixture. You should notice a 50 rpm increase in idle rpm when
you just begin to lift the air piston.
Oh, another thing, I now suggest
using 90w gear oil in the dashpots
– that makes for a richer mixture during
acceleration.
You can always call during tech
time and we can investigate more variables.
John,
I have a 1979 MGB LE with overdrive
that will go into overdrive fine when the
transmission is cold. Once it warms up the
overdrive kicks out, it will not go back in. I
have changed the oil and it is full. I assume
that it is not keeping pressure which is causing it to kick out. I would appreciate any
suggestions that you might have.
Thanks, —Bruce Whiteside
Bruce,
It might be a hydraulic problem,
but it is more probably a problem with
the 3-4 inhibitor switch – the least
accessible electrical component in the
vehicle!
Try this to diagnose the
problem. Once you’re out on the road
and the overdrive has just quit working,
move the gearlever left and right, fore
and aft, just a bit, and see if you can get
the OD to re-engage.
If so, you’ll have to gain access to
the 3-4 lockout switch.
Remove the console and the elliptical plate over the gearbox; drop
the driveshaft; drop the rear and center
mounts on the exhaust; drop the crossMGB Driver
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member which will allow the rear end
of the gearbox to fall about four inches
down against the crossmember.
Now you can gain access to the 3-4
switch, located on the left from of the
remote control assembly. Buy a new
switch (same one as the reverse light
switch) and test it about 50 times before
buttoning up the car.
Hi, John,
We met at MG 2007 and I really enjoyed the rolling tech seminar. Good stuff.
My current issue is this: I am in the
process of removing the intake manifold on
my 1979 Midget. I can’t seem to get at those
lower manifold nuts. Precisely what wrench
can I use to get them loose? Do I need a
specialized tool? My project is halted until I
can overcome this road block.
Thanks, —Andrew Perry
Andrew!
All I can suggest is blood, toil,
sweat, and, perhaps, some tears! Use an
open end 9/16-inch wrench and move
those nuts 1/16 of a turn at a time – or
whatever – until they come loose. Be
sure to chase the threads of the stud and
nut, and use plenty of grease when you
reassemble so that the job goes quickly
in the other direction. I assume you’ve
removed the carburetor and the heat
shield, as those will certainly slow you
down. Let me know how it’s worked
out!
Andrew replied:
Thanks to a suggestion I received on
the MG Experience BBS, I went with the
Craftsman flex socket and it worked. You
have to come in at a certain angle from
underneath. It’s an extremely tight fit …
seemingly impossible at first. I suppose I
could have got the ¼-inch drive version
to make things a tad easier. Anyhow, I
got through it and hopefully this will help
someone else in my spot.
Reminder: John Twist will be
pleased to answer your technical query
by phone. The technical hour is 1-2
p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. (616)
682-0800 or you can e-mail him at
johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.
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Remembering Frank

Frank traveling to Dallas, MG 2002, in his 1976 Blaze B, taken from a passing car.
by Tony Burgess
Emerald Necklace, Ohio

t came as such a huge shock when
we heard on the morning of Sunday,
April 27, that Frank Huber, a longtime member of Cleveland’s Emerald
Necklace Register, had been killed returning home from our annual Joseph
Lucas Night Rally. Frank was driving
his newly acquired 1960 MGA and was
hit head-on by a driver going the wrong
way on the interstate. His wife Pat was
following in another car a few cars
behind.
That Saturday, Frank had spent
the day doing two things he really

loved. The first part of the day, he spent
time working with kids at Cleveland’s
Soapbox Derby Track - something he
had done for many years.
When that ended, he drove his
MGA to our ENMGR Lucas Night Rally.
This year’s event followed a similar
course as the MG2000 “Urban Rally”
enjoyed by so many. The rules this year
included stops at various checkpoints
along the route where the navigator
would enter various establishments and
answer questions to obtain “bonus
points.” One such stop was across the
street from the Soapbox Derby track,
and Frank and I talked for quite a while

Lifting the top of his MGB, on his way to St. Louis,
MG 2003

Pat, his wife showing a bit of affection to Frank
in Dallas, MG 2002.

I
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about the Derby and MGs
while our wives were inside
“earning points”. Little did we
know that a few hours later, an
accident would take his life.
Some of you may have
known Frank and Pat as they
participated in a number of
“Tony’s Tag-Alongs” to various
NAMGBR national conventions around the country driving their ’76 Blaze B.
Traveling with Frank was
always an experience since
nothing phased him and he
took what life dealt with the
greatest attitude. We always
had the “full tank of gas rule”
each morning and it was
always a question whether
Frank’s B met that rule. There
was one time Frank where ran
out of gas within sight of a gas
station, so several of us pushed
him in the last 100 yards, only Frank relaxing in Dallas at MG 2002
to find that the twisted wires
Frank was a guy that people loved
to the fuel pump had come undone and
to talk with - he was a natural converthe pump had stopped.
sationalist and had a wonderful depth
Another story is when Frank and
on almost any subject. He had a heart
Pat drove from Cleveland to MG2005
of gold and would give you anything
in Olympia, Wash., with Dave and Pam
he had - no questions asked. He will be
Handley and experienced a tornado
sorely missed by not only his Emerald
in Fargo, N.D. An airborne piece of
Necklace family, but his extended MG
roofing shingle wedged itself between
family and the kids who enjoyed his
the boot-lid and the boot’s luggage rack
company in the Soapbox Derby world.
and essentially sanded its way down to
almost bare metal from the wind. Not
sure Frank ever fixed that!

Frank in his MGA, just hours before his accident.
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Selling or Buying an MG?

Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds on our website at www.NAMGBR.org/classified.
Lots of ads for all kinds of MGs and parts. A great way to
find or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy
with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads
only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it
deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

Our Valued Supporters

1963 MGB – Iris Blue with Navy top; older

restoration, excellent drivetrain with 84k
original miles; wire wheels; second owner
from new with well documented ownership
history; books, manuals, receipts, and more.
$13,500 Don Madak, (404) 771-9901 or dmadak@bellsouth.net • GA 070808
1980 MGB LE – Black/Black, solid and straight,
original except for new top and some extra
bits and pieces, 40k miles; Ralph Hillquist,
(231) 882-0233 or rkhillquist@chartermi.net
• MI 070808
1970 MGB – Red/Black, recently repainted.
Black leather seats, overdrive, strong engine,
rebuilt HS4 carbs, chrome wire wheels,
chrome valve cover, new brakes, rebuilt
shocks, hi-torque starter, original rubber floor coverings, all receipts from 1989.
$12,500; John Mangles, (314) 426-1600 or
mgdoc@sbcglobal.net. • MO 040508
1978 MGB – Russet brown/Beige; 18,600
original miles and in family since new; Great
condition throughout; Webber carburetor;
new alloy wheels and tires. Contact Fred
Humberstone, (813) 925-8565 or fhumberstone@verizon.net • FL 0708088
1976 MGB – Tahiti blue/Autumn Leaf, restored
to show condition. New HS4 carbs, rebuilt
engine, oil cooler, new top, badge bar, new
interior, wooden steering wheel, wood dash
overlay, LE stripes, and much more. Over $17k
invested with receipts available. $9500 obo;
Ken Humphreys, (828) 728-5287 or kenkhumphreys@charter.net. • NC 040508
1974 1/2 MGB – Red/tan, Solid body fair paint.
Zip out rear window. Starts and runs good.
Price $5800.00; Fred Houser (314) 965-9320 or
fhouser@sprynet.com • MO 070808
1977 MGB – Damask Red, one owner car, 88k
on clock; very good condition; great runner.
Physical limitations forces me to sell. $3,600.
(317) 896-3284 or don_jane_Elliott@verizon.
net • IN 070808
1977 MGB – Tahiti Blue/Autumn Leaf; chrome
wire wheels, new seats, new interior, new carpet, new dash, new clutch, new brakes, rebuilt
carb, new tires, new top. No winter driving,
always kept in heated garage. Has won many
awards. Asking $12,500. Mike Weisheit, (260)
228-0812 or mlweisheit@msn.com. • IN 010208
New black fiberglass trike motorcycle trailer,
perfect for MG; follows directly in car tracks
– only $1950. Joe Lamando (302) 329-9177 or
(610) 310-4571. • DE 111207

WANTED
MGB V8 Project – I may be interested in buying your “work in progress” MGB/GT Rover
V8 project. Maybe I can take up where you
would like to leave off! IT MUST BE A GT. Any
work so far should be at least workmanlike.
Western states preferred, but will consider
travel if the price is right. Bob Sherman, (503)
615-8713. • OR 010208

PARTS FOR SALE
MGB Performance Parts – Used hi-lift roller

rockers $350; pair of hard to find HS8 carbs,
rebuilt and fitted with .125” jets $500; used
APT VP12BK cam, absolutely no detectable
wear $150; MGB caster shim kit (reduces
steering effort) $50. Alan Tucker, (717) 6321778 PA 070808
MGB LE style aftermarket steering wheel,
15.5 inches, Like new - $100. Geoff
Wheatley;MdgiGeoffrey@aol.com. • NY 111207

Early MGB Parts – New mainshaft (standard),

new input shaft for early 3-synchro transmission with 18GB engines. Unmarked and
blemish free. Original gas tank with hanging
straps for 1963-65 MGB, extremely clean
with no dents. Carl Wade, (951) 735-9523 •
CA 040508

SERVICES OFFERED
MG Service and Restoration!
Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University
Motors for high quality service or repairs.
We can attend to your entire MG or just a
single component. • MGB Complete Lubrication costs $475 • Clean & polished MGB HS
carbs $575 • MGB HIF carbs are $655
We can attend to your soft top, chrome,
engine or brakes. I bought my first MG in
1968, and I’ve been working on MGs since!
John Twist (#0-101), University Motors Ltd,
6490 Fulton Street East, Ada, MI 49301 • 616
682 0800 • www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com

Where 2 ‘B Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG
events to MGB Driver. Information must include date, location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance
to the MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2008
• June 26-29........ MG

2008 – Valley Forge, PA • www.mg2008.com

Where 2 ‘B

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

• Sept 7................ Chicago British Car Festival, Palos Hills, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 12-13......... Brits in the Ozarks, Fayetteville, AR • www.britishironnwa.org

,

• Sept 13-14......... 25th Annual Colorado English Motoring Conclave Arvada, CO
• www.thecoloradoconclave.com
• Sept 14.............. Battle of the Brits, Sterling Heights, MI • www.detroittriumph.org

• June 26-29........ Spridget Golden Anniversary, Osage Beach, MO • www.sprite-midgetclub.org

• Sept 19-21......... MGs, Wheels, & Warbirds, Millville, NJ • www.mgvr.org

• July 10-13......... MG GOF Central, Auburn, IN • www.hoosiermgs.com

• Sept 19-21......... Southeast British Car Fest, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com

• July 11-13.......... British Car Days, Charlottetown, PEI • www.britishcardays.com

• Sept 20............. British Car Show, St Louis, MO • (314) 995-8664 • www.stlouismgclub.com

• July 12.............. All British Car Day, Ottawa, ON • www.britishcarday.ca

• Sept 26-28........ Rio Grande Valley British Rendezvous, Carlsbad, NM • www.baoa.org

• July 14-18.......... NAMGAR GT-33, Seven Springs, PA • www.GT-33.com

• Sept 27.............. MGs on the Rocks Car Show & Parts Market, Bel Air, MD • (410) 817-6862

• July 20.............. Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com

• rgl2mgbgt@aol.com

• July 25-27......... British Car & Cycle Show, Carthage, MO • www.gobmc.org

• Oct 3-5.............. British Car Show, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net

• July 26.............. British & European Car Show, Calgary, AB • www.vsccc.ca

• Oct 4................. Cecil Kimber Run, Clinton, NJ • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com

• July 27.............. British Car Show, Chinchilla, PA (Scranton) • www.bccnepa.com

• Oct 4................. Autumn Leaf British Car Festival, Bethlehem, PA • www.bcclv.com

• July 27.............. Positive Earth Drivers British Car Show, Lakewood, NJ • jonkozy@aol.com

• Oct 4................. Autumn in the Mountains British Car Show, Chimney Rock State Park, NC

• July 31-Aug3..... MGs in Vermont, West Dover, VT • mgadavid@yahoo.com

• www.bccwnc.org

• Aug 2................ British Car Show, Dayton, OH • bcd2008info@aol.com

• Oct 10 .............. British Car Show, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net

• Aug 2................ British Car Day, Cleveland, OH • britsatursuline@aol.com

• Oct 17............... Euro Auto Festival, Greenville, SC • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com

• Aug 2................ Pennypacker Mills British Car Show, Schwenksville, PA • www.dvcmg.com

• Oct 25............... All British Field Meet, Clearwater, FL • tbahc11@verizon.com

• Aug 8................ University Motors Octagon Party, Ada, MI • www.universitymotorsltd.com

• Oct 25............... British Car Festival, Fairhope, AL • www.sabcc.org

• Aug 9................ Alden Classic Sportscar Show, Alden, MI • www.twinbaybrits.com

• Oct 26............... All British & European Car Show, Glendale, AZ • raktimian@wydebeam.com

• Aug 24.............. Brits at Shaker Square, Cleveland, OH • www.nctaweb.com

• Oct 31-Nov 1..... Southern British Car Show, Chattanooga, TN • sbcc@wildblue.net

• Aug 30.............. Sports Classic Car Show, Lancaster, NY • www.buffalomg.com

• Nov 7-9............. MG Jamboree, St Petersburg, FL • www.fsmgcc.com

• Aug 31.............. Kansas City British Car Show, Kansas City MO • BAYoung@dstoutput.com

• Nov 23.............. MG Parts Exchange, Fullerton, CA • www.vintagemg.com

The NAMGBR banner is proudly displayed at the 2008 Import Kit Replicar Show in Carlisle,
Pa. Many visitors, free food and club interest made for a great event.

Alex Grant’s 1969 MG Midget

Stephen Redash from Summit Hill, Pa., a
long-time fan of MGBs, takes a drive through
Pennsylvania’s farm country.
Address Service Requested
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